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ABSTRACT

The electrical sector is in rapid development, as part of the green transition with the purpose
of reducing CO2 emissions across several industries. An increasing amount of electric
vehicles (EVs) are introduced to the transportation sector, which poses new challenges to
the power system such as an increase of peak-load demand.

This thesis revolves around modelling a DC microgrid and designing its energy management
system (EMS). The main purpose of the microgrid is to reduce the negative impact of EV
fast charging on the grid by utilising stationary battery storage and local production from
renewable energy sources (RES). The DC microgrid consists of a reconfigurable battery
energy storage system (BESS), EV fast chargers, a photovoltaic (PV) system and a grid
inverter. The BESS consists of three battery dual strings each able to adjust their voltage
level by changing cell topology using semiconductor switches, which effectively eliminates
the need for DC/DC converters in the system.

An in-depth model is developed on the power and energy level for investigating energy
management (EM) strategies in the DC microgrid. The modelling approach encompasses
the previously mentioned system components with regards to thermal behaviour, state of
charge (SOC) dynamics, power losses and auxiliary power consumption. A generic EM
algorithm is built, which controls the logic that connects components and battery dual
strings in the microgrid, and the power setpoint for the inverter.
Three EM strategies are developed. Strategy 1 forces the SOC of all battery dual strings
to 50% at all times. Strategy 2 implements a SOC dead band between 50% and 70% that
disables the inverter in this interval. Strategy 3 is based on strategy 2, but utilises a PV
forecast to dynamically adjust the lower SOC dead band limit between 30% and 50%. Nine
scenarios with different PV and EV profiles are defined which are used to compare the
performances of the three EM strategies.

The simulation results show that all three EM strategies fulfil the EV charging needs
and that all energy produced by PVs is harvested. Strategies 2 and 3 show significant
improvements in terms of reduced battery cycles and lower battery temperatures compared
to strategy 1, thus entailing reduced battery ageing. The energy exchanged with the
grid and the total system energy losses are reduced by 76% and 22%, respectively, when
using strategy 3 compared to strategy 1 in the case of high PV production and high
EV penetration. Strategy 3 shows slight improvements compared to strategy 2 in cases
of medium and high PV production as less energy is imported from the grid. Inverter
efficiency is slightly increased, while battery and system efficiencies are slightly decreased,
when using strategies 2 and 3 compared to strategy 1. The most challenging scenario for
the system is continuous EV charging events. Up to 6 consecutive EVs can be fully charged
before the three battery dual strings are depleted.

To conclude, the created model provides an environment for further development and
testing of EM strategies and algorithms.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviation Meaning
AC Alternating current
BC Battery cell
BESS Battery energy storage system
BM Battery module
BMS Battery management system
BS Battery string
CCCV Constant current constant voltage
CCS Combined charging system
COM CrossOver module
CSV Comma-separated value
DC Direct current
DTU Technical University of Denmark
EER Energy efficiency ratio
EM Energy management
EMS Energy management system
EV Electric vehicle
EVSE Electric vehicle supply equipment
GHG Greenhouse gas
GSH Green Solution House
HPC High power charger
ICE Internal combustion engine
LFP Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4)
Li-ion Lithium ion
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
MPPT Maximum power point tracker
NSS Nerve Smart Systems
pu Per unit
PV Photovoltaic
RES Renewable energy sources
RMS Root-mean-square
SCM String control module
SLD Single line diagram
SOC State of charge
WT Wind turbine
XM CrossOver module
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1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter briefly introduces the challenges of global warming, and the consequences of
excess greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, it addresses how these challenges motivate
to speed up the transition to a more green and sustainable power system based on renewable
energy technologies. Moreover, it elaborates on Denmark’s ongoing climate actions, and
project INSULAE which tries to solve some of these challenges by demonstrating new energy
technologies on the Danish island of Bornholm. Finally, the system under investigation in
this thesis, which is a part of the INSULAE project, is described.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Global warming & greenhouse gas emissions

Over the past few decades, there has been an increasing awareness on global warming
and its consequences. The latest and most impactful climate change initiative is the Paris
agreement from 2015. The mission of the Paris agreement is to accelerate and amplify
the actions needed to combat global warming. One of its main goals is to stabilise the
global temperature rise of the century well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels, and even
pursue to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C [1]. This can be achieved by reducing
the emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs), and eventually become climate neutral by 2050.
Figure 1.1 shows GHG emission by sectors from 2016. It also shows that the energy
sector accounts for 73.2% of the total GHG emissions. Furthermore, 17.5% of the GHG
emissions comes from energy usage in buildings which are related to the generation of
electricity and heat. The reason why the electricity and heat production sectors are such
large contributors to GHG emissions are because a large proportion of the energy produced
is still based on burning fossil fuels.

Another interesting sector that contributes to the total GHG emissions is the road transport
sector, which accounts for 11.9% as shown in Figure 1.1. The road transport sector is
mainly dominated by internal combustion engine (ICE) cars running on gasoline or diesel.
In August 2020, only 21500 cars in Denmark were EVs, which was around 0.8% of the
total car fleet [2]. By replacing ICE cars with EVs, large GHG emission reduction (up
to 11.9%) can be achieved. This effect will only become even more significant when the
electric energy used to fuel them is produced solely from RESs. The Paris agreement urges
to speed up the development of clean technologies such as renewable energy and green
transportation, which can eventually replace traditional fossil fuel based technologies.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Global greenhouse gas emissions by different sectors from 2016. Global
greenhouse gas emission were 49.4 billion tonnes CO2eq. Figure taken from [3].

Figure 1.2 shows Denmark’s total electricity production, divided across energy sources,
from February 2020 to February 2021. In February 2021, around 68.4% of the Danish
electricity production came from sustainable sources (wind, solar, waste and biomass)
while approximately 31.6% came from fossil fuel based sources (20% coal, 10.6% fossil gas
and 1% oil). Even though the majority of the electricity production is sustainable, there
are still improvements to be made by phasing out the fossil fuel based sources over time.
This is not an easy task since most RES are unreliable in their nature, and storing large
amounts of electrical energy at this point is challenging and costly. RESs such as wind
turbines (WTs) and PVs are highly dependent on weather conditions such as wind and
sun, which is why controllable sources such as traditional power plants are needed in times
of low renewable production.

Figure 1.2: Total electricity production in Denmark divided across energy sources from
February 2020 to February 2021. Figure taken from [4].

2



1. Introduction

To put things into perspective, the life-cycle GHG emissions in grams of carbon dioxide
equivalent per kilowatt-hour [gCO2eq/kWh] for selected electricity supply technologies are
shown in Table 1.1. Comparing a traditional coal fired power plant with an offshore wind
farm and assuming they produce the same amount of kWh throughout their lifetime, the
offshore wind farm emits approximately 68 times less GHGs than the coal power plant.
For Solar PV (rooftop), the reduction in GHG emissions compared to a coal fired power
plant is 20 times. These reductions are very significant, and demonstrate a lot of potential
for climate change mitigation in the energy sector.

Technology Minimum Median Maximum
[gCO2eq/kWh] [gCO2eq/kWh] [gCO2eq/kWh]

Coal - PC 740 820 910
Gas - combined cycle 410 490 650
Biomass - dedicated 130 230 420
Solar PV - utility 18 48 180
Solar PV - rooftop 26 41 60
Hydro power 1 24 2200
Nuclear 3.7 12 110
Wind - offshore 8 12 35
Wind - onshore 7 11 56

Table 1.1: Life-cycle emissions [gCO2eq/kWh] for selected electricity supply technologies
[5].

1.1.2 Danish climate action

In December 2019, a majority of the Danish Parliament signed a new climate act agreement,
which replaces the existing agreement from 2014. The new agreement is more ambitious
and the goal is to reduce GHG emissions by 70% by 2030, compared to 1990 levels, and to
be fully climate neutral latest by 2050. This goal is crucial to achieve if Denmark wishes
to fulfil its commitment to the Paris agreement. There are many ways to reach this goal
and the Danish Council on Climate Change will be advising the government on reaching it
in a cost efficient way. In general, the Danish Council on Climate Change recommends
reaching the 70% GHG emission reduction in 2030 in two ways. The first method is
called the implementation track, and the idea is to keep implementing already known
approaches, such as replacing ICE cars with EVs and fossil fuel-based energy production
with renewables such as WTs and PVs. The second one is called the development track
and as the name suggests, this calls for research in newer and lesser-known climate-friendly
technologies. Once these new technologies are developed, tested and commercialised, they
must eventually transition to the implementation track [6].

1.1.3 Project INSULAE & the island of Bornholm

Bornholm is a Danish island located in the Baltic sea. The people of Bornholm have a
vision of being a sustainable and climate-friendly island community by 2035, called Bright
Green Island. This entails being CO2 neutral by 2025, and a 0-emission community by
2035. Already now Bornholm has a 100% green production of electricity when running in
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1. Introduction

normal operation, which comes from wind, solar, biogas and biomass. Approximately 70%
of the energy consumption is covered by local production and the rest is imported from
Sweden through a sub-sea cable. When the sub-sea cable is out of operation, the power
system has to rely on generators fuelled by diesel and oil [7]. The goal is to be independent
of fossil fuel generators when operating in island mode by having enough local production
and storage to enable this in the future. Bornholm is the ideal island for full-scale testing
of the intelligent energy system of the future since, the island represents the Danish society
well on a smaller scale (approximately 1% of the Danish population lives there) [8]. The
main challenge for Bornholm in reaching the goal of being CO2 neutral by 2025, is its
dependency on diesel and oil generators in island mode for controlling the frequency and
voltage. This must be solved by utilising batteries, new power electronics and RES that
can provide ancillary services to the grid. In addition to this, the transport sector still
contributes a large amount to the total CO2 emission and further electrification is therefore
necessary. However, some general concerns when transitioning from ICE cars to EVs are
range anxiety, long charging times and the lack of charging infrastructure. Expanding the
charging infrastructure with EV fast charging stations can help solve these issues. By doing
so, it introduces new challenges for the electrical distribution system as EV fast charging
demands high power levels. This can lead to overloading the existing power system [9].
One solution is to upgrade the existing power grid, which is an expensive undertaking, and
might delay the adaption of EVs even more [10].

This thesis contributes to the ongoing EU-funded H2020 project INSULAE, which involves
real-life demonstrations of energy technologies for de-carbonising EU islands. More
specifically, the focus will be on the pilot project located on the island of Bornholm
in Denmark. The pilot project involves demonstrating a DC microgrid with EV fast
chargers, a local RES, and battery storage. One of the main purposes of this DC microgrid
is to reduce the impact of EV fast charging on the power system by utilising the combination
of local RES production and battery storage. This way, the charging station can deliver
power levels greater than the grid capacity, hence eliminating the need to upgrade the
existing power grid [10]. Additionally, the DC microgrid should enable better integration of
RES with less power losses and lower investment costs. Finally, the DC microgrid should
possess the ability to provide grid services to the power system, which in turn can help
Bornholm reach the goal of being CO2 neutral by 2025, by discarding the need for fossil
fuel generators.

The DC microgrid consists of a reconfigurable BESS, EV fast chargers, PV system and a
grid inverter. The reconfigurable storage, manufactured by Nerve Smart Systems (NSS)
[11], is the central part of the DC microgrid. It uses a new technology based on the Nerve
Switch, which allows for engaging and bypassing of individual cells and thereby changing
the cell topology in real-time. By changing the cell topology, different voltage levels can be
achieved which means that DC/DC converters can be eliminated from the DC microgrid.
This leads to reductions in energy losses and investment costs [7]. The battery system
is composed of three battery dual strings 103.68 kWh each, that can be independently
controlled. The storage internal connections are structured as a matrix busbar in which
the different units (PV, EVs, and inverter) can be connected to the battery dual strings as
needed. The DC microgrid is installed in a 10-foot transportable container, which can be
connected anywhere with a sufficient grid connection. Two sites have been chosen for the
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1. Introduction

demonstration of the technology: one at Campus Bornholm (high school) and the other at
the Green Solution House (GSH) hotel. The container will be moved between these two
locations every 6 months. It will be located at Campus Bornholm from June to December
and at GSH hotel from December to June starting from the summer 2021 to spring 2023.
The location considered for this thesis is at Campus Bornholm since this is the only spot
including a PV installation.

1.2 Problem formulation
The objective of this thesis is to build a MATLAB Simulink model, based on the power and
energy levels of the complete system equipped with an EMS, which controls the power flow
among different components and the power grid. The focus will be on the development
of energy management strategies for testing different operational scenarios of the system.
The following questions will be investigated throughout the thesis:

• What component characteristics are essential to consider, when developing models on
the power and energy levels, for the investigation of energy management strategies
in a DC microgrid?

• What are the energy management system’s objectives, and how is it ensured that
they are met in a satisfactory manner?

• How do different energy management strategies affect the overall performance of the
DC microgrid? And which operational scenarios challenge the system’s operation
the most?

In order to address the aforementioned questions, a set of learning objectives are defined
which must be fulfilled:

• Develop models for investigation of energy management strategies.
• Design and implement the energy management system.
• Design study cases for different operational scenarios.
• Analyse system response to the operational scenarios.
• Validate model in the laboratory.

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of 5 main chapters which are outlined in this section.

• Chapter 2 gives an overview of the DC microgrid and its individual components.
Furthermore, this chapter provides the technological background knowledge necessary
to understand the modelling and design processes.

• Chapter 3 initially provides a holistic view of the system model and its components.
Subsequently, it describes the in-depth modelling and design processes of each sub-
model in the DC microgrid, on the power and energy level.

• Chapter 4 describes the laboratory test case for validating the implemented inverter
efficiency curve. The resulting test measurements are analysed and elaborated upon.

5



1. Introduction

• Chapter 5 states the performance metrics utilised to evaluate system and com-
ponent performances throughout the study cases. Additionally, it analyses 3 main
study cases. Firstly, the system dynamics are introduced and the design criteria
are validated. Secondly, system and component performance are compared for 3 en-
ergy management strategies for various scenarios. Thirdly, stress testing is performed.

• Chapter 6 finally concludes the thesis and its findings. Additionally, it addresses the
outlook by putting the outcome of the thesis in a broader perspective and suggesting
things that are essential to consider for future work.

6



2 TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

This chapter provides an overview of the DC microgrid and its individual components.
Additionally, it presents technological background knowledge which helps to understand
the modelling and design processes better.

2.1 System overview
In this section the DC microgrid and its individual components will be elaborated on in
greater detail. This will serve as a foundation for understanding the modelling thought
process better. As mentioned in the introduction the model is built on the power and
energy levels meaning voltage and currents will not be considered. However, voltage and
current will be included when describing the physical system in this section in order to
understand how the system can be modelled on the power and energy levels. Figure 2.1
shows the single line diagram (SLD) of the system when it is located at Campus Bornholm.
The top part of the SLD represents the DC microgrid, which is connected to the AC grid
through two parallel coupled three-phase 33 kW bidirectional inverters from Converdan
[12] with a combined rated active power of 66 kW.

Figure 2.1: Single line diagram of the system when it is located at Campus Bornholm.

The grid connection will be limited to 63 A per phase in this thesis to simulate connecting
the DC microgrid to a limited/weak grid connection. This means that the maximum active
power that can be exchanged with the grid for the three phase connection is:

Pgrid = Vph · Iph · 3 = 230 · 63 · 3 = 43.47 kW (2.1)

7



2. Technological background

The BESS and EV high-power chargers (HPC) are developed by NSS. The BESS has a total
rated energy capacity of 311 kWh and each of the two EV HPCs has a operational limit
of 175 kW. One third of the existing PV installation at Campus Bornholm is connected
to the DC microgrid and the rated power of this part is 61 kW. The bottom part of
the SLD represents the remaining electrical installation of Campus Bornholm where e.g.
the remaining 2/3 of the PV installations it connected. The installed solar panels are
TSM-265-DC05A.05 from Trina Solar [13].

2.2 Battery energy storage system
In this section, both the NSS battery technology and the BESS are explored further. Figure
2.2 shows the 10 foot transportable container that contains the NSS BESS.

(a) Container front (b) Container back

Figure 2.2: 10 foot container containing the NSS BESS.

The battery cells (BCs) used in the BESS are LiFePO4 (LFP) with the following
specifications for charging:

• Cell charge capacity (Ccell) = 100 Ah
• Cell rated current (Icell) = 200 A
• Cell rated voltage (Vcell) = 3.2 V
• Cell energy capacity (Ecell) = 320 Wh
• Cell rated power (Pcell) = 640 W

Battery systems are typically made up of cells in different serial and parallel configurations
to achieve the wanted charge (ampere-hour) capacity and voltage rating. When wiring
cells in a serial connection the voltages add, but as Kirchhoff’s current law states [14], the

8



2. Technological background

same current flows, hence the charge capacity is unchanged. When wiring cells in a parallel
connection the voltage across each cell is the same as Kirchhoff’s voltage law states [14],
but the currents add and therefore the charge capacity adds [15].

This principle is also used in the NSS BESS and individual cells are grouped together to
form battery modules (BMs). Each BM consists of 27 battery cells in series. This means
that the charge capacity (CBM ) and rated current (IBM ) are uncharged from battery cell
to BM. However, the rated voltage (VBM ), energy capacity (EBM ) and rated power (PBM )
of the BM are:

VBM = Vcell ·Ncell = 3.2 · 27 = 86.4 V (2.2)

EBM = VBM · CBM = 86.4 · 100 = 8.64 kWh (2.3)

PBM = VBM · IBM = 86.4 · 200 = 17.28 kW (2.4)

Each individual cell can either by engaged or bypassed according to their respective state
of charge and state of health. This operation is possible due to the Nerve Smart Switch,
which uses semiconductor switch devices (MOSFETs). The control of the MOSFETs are
handled by the String Control Module (orange block named SCM) of each battery string
(BS). Each cell has two switches assigned and one of them will always be activated even if a
cell is engaged or bypassed as shown in Figure 2.3. This means that for the battery module
the maximum open circuit voltage is 86.4 V if all cells are engaged and the minimum open
circuit voltage is 0 V if all cell are bypassed. The battery module can then be controlled
to deliver a desired open circuit voltage between 0 V and 86.4 V in steps of 3.2 V.

Figure 2.3: Variable battery cell topology. Figure taken from [16].

In Figure 2.4 a block diagram of the complete DC microgrid located at Campus Bornholm
is shown. The BESS is made up of three battery dual strings. Each battery dual string
consists of two battery strings, which is composed of six battery modules in series (blue
blocks named BM).

9



2. Technological background

Figure 2.4: Block diagram of the complete DC microgrid located at Campus Bornholm.
Figure taken from [16].

The specifications of each battery string are calculated using the same approach as in
Equation 2.2 to 2.4:

• String charge capacity (Cstring) = 100 Ah
• String rated current (Istring) = 200 A
• String rated voltage (Vstring) = 518.4 V
• String energy capacity (Estring) = 51.84 kWh
• String rated power (Pstring) = 103.68 kW

The battery strings in each dual string can either be coupled in series or parallel to
achieve the necessary charge capacity and voltage level requirement of the connected
components (EVs, PV or inverter). The activation of serial/parallel connection is handled
by the CrossOver Module (yellow block named COM). This is necessary since no DC-
DC converter are used as in traditional battery systems, hence the battery provides the
functionality of converting the voltage in real-time.

Battery dual string coupled in series:

In case the battery dual string is coupled in series the rated voltage, energy capacity and
rated power are doubled compared to the battery string configuration. The charge capacity
and rated current are unchanged:

• Series charge capacity (Cseries) = 100 Ah
• Series rated current (Iseries) = 200 A
• Series rated voltage (Vseries) = 1036.8 V
• Series energy capacity (Eseries) = 103.68 kWh
• Series rated power (Pseries) = 207.36 kW
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Battery dual string coupled in parallel:

In the other case when the battery dual string is coupled in parallel the charge capacity
and rated current are doubled compared to the battery string configuration. Furthermore,
the rated voltage, energy capacity and rated power are unchanged:

Cparallel = Cstring ·Nstring = 100 · 2 = 200 Ah (2.5)

Iparallel = Istring ·Nstring = 200 · 2 = 400 A (2.6)

Vparallel = Vstring = 518.4 V (2.7)

Eparallel = Vparallel · Cparallel = 518.4 · 200 = 103.68 kWh (2.8)

Pparallel = Vparallel · Iparallel = 518.4 · 400 = 207.36 kW (2.9)

A summary of BESS specifications for all the different configurations described can be
found in Table 2.1. The maximum rated voltage that can be obtained for the battery
dual string coupled in series and parallel are 1036.8 V and 518.4 V respectively. Only one
component (EVs, PV or inverter) can be connected to a dual string at a time and dual
strings cannot be directly connected together. This means that a battery dual string is
either connected to one of the EV chargers, the PV, the inverter or just decoupled. It
is assumed, that a battery dual string connected to an EV must stay connected until
the power transfer is complete. Otherwise, an interruption of the power transfer can
potentially cause the EV to terminate the charging process, as the power request sent by
the EV is not fulfilled anymore. Furthermore, all energy exchange between components
in the DC microgrid needs to go through the batteries. This is because they provide the
functionality of DC-DC converters hence connecting e.g. an EV directly to the PV would
violate the voltage requirements of the components. The Energy Management System
(green block names EMS) handles the connection between the battery dual strings and the
other components in the DC microgrid.

The EV operates in the voltage range of 350-450 V depending on the EV battery’s
characteristics such as SOC and internal resistance, so the best configuration for this use
case is the battery dual string coupled in parallel. This configuration ensures that the
BESS can match the required voltage level while still supplying the high power levels
needed for EV fast charging, while reducing the current in each cell, leading to lower power
losses.

The PV operates in the voltage range of 600-800 V and the Maximum Power Point Tracker
(yellow block named MPPT) of the battery string adjusts the battery voltage to extract
the optimal power from the PV. The inverter operates in the voltage range of 800-900 V,
so for both the PV and inverter use case the battery dual string coupled in series is needed.
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Configuration Quantity Values Unit
Battery cell (BC) Technology Li-ion - LiFePO4

Charge capacity 100 Ah
Rated current 200 A
Rated voltage 3.2 V
Energy capacity 0.32 kWh
Rated power 0.64 kW

Battery module (BM) Cells per module 27 in series
Charge capacity 100 Ah
Rated current 200 A
Rated voltage 86.4 V
Energy capacity 8.64 kWh
Rated power 17.28 kW

Battery string (BS) Modules per string 6 in series
Charge capacity 100 Ah
Rated current 200 A
Rated voltage 518.4 V
Energy capacity 51.84 kWh
Rated power 103.68 kW

Battery dual string in series Number of strings 2 in series
Charge capacity 100 Ah
Rated current 200 A
Rated voltage 1036.8 V
Energy capacity 103.68 kWh
Rated power 207.36 kW

Battery dual string in parallel Number of strings 2 in parallel
Charge capacity 200 Ah
Rated current 400 A
Rated voltage 518.4 V
Energy capacity 103.68 kWh
Rated power 207.36 kW

Table 2.1: Summary of BESS specification for different configurations.

The energy capacity and rated power of the battery dual string coupled in series and
parallel are shown in Table 2.1. The energy capacity and rated power are 103.68 kWh
and 207.36 kW respectively and since there are three battery dual strings the total energy
capacity of the BESS is approximately 311 kWh. Since the model is based on power and
energy levels and because there is no difference in power and energy levels of the two
battery dual strings configurations, these are not considered in the model. Therefore, the
term "battery dual string" is used in the remaining part of the report when referring to
the battery dual string of any configuration. The switching of individual cells and MPPT
are also not considered since it is assumed that the battery match the required voltage
level of the connected component.
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2.3 Photovoltaics production data
To get a better understanding of the existing photovoltaics plant located at the demo site at
Campus Bornholm, real-life measurement data are analysed. The data consists of an hourly
time series of PV energy production [kWh] for the period of 01-12-2017 to 20-06-2020. This
amounts to a total of 22 345 measurements, during the period of approximately 2.5 years.
Data handling and plotting are performed using Python code and CSV files are exported,
which are imported to MATLAB Simulink. The data used represents the complete PV
installation on Campus Bornholm, and the maximum energy production measurement
during an hour registered is 150.6 kWh. Only 1/3 of the total PV installation is connected
to the DC microgrid, hence each measurement is divided by 3 to account for this. This
means that the maximum energy production measurement during an hour for the part
connected to the DC microgrid is 50.2 kWh. The complete data set is plotted in Figure 2.5,
where the green parts represent the periods where the DC microgrid is located at Campus
Bornholm (from June to December). The PV power production [kW] is plotted from the
original hourly energy measurements [kWh] using linear interpolation. Therefore, the power
profile represents an average value of the power hence the peak power measured is not
necessarily the actual peak power. This "smooths" out the day-to-day power production,
compared to reality where, for example, clouding effects cause it to fluctuate. This results
in some information being lost in power production profiles, but it will not affect the overall
energy management much. The power production varies significantly throughout the year
with an average peak production of 43.7 kW and 3.8 kW for June 2018 and December 2018
respectively.

Figure 2.5: PV power production [kW] at Campus Bornholm from December 2017 to June
2020. The green parts represent the months during a year when the DC microgrid will be
located at Campus Bornholm (from June to December).

As the DC microgrid is located at Campus Bornholm from June to December, two periods
of data are considered, which are marked by green in Figure 2.5. Data from 2018 are
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used because the first 12 days of June 2019 each has very low peak power production
(below 20 kW). This can be caused by bad weather (many clouds, low solar irradiance
etc.) or part of the PV system being down for maintenance. In Table 2.2, the maximum,
minimum and mean peak power production [kW] and total energy production [kWh] for
June, September and November 2018 and 2019 are shown, as they represent high, medium
and low PV production respectively. In general, it shows that the production was higher
in 2018 compared to 2019, but from Figure 2.5, it shows that both years follow the same
trend. Therefore, using 2018 data will be a fairly accurate representation of normal PV
production for the location at Campus Bornholm.

Month & year Max peak Min peak Mean peak Total energy
[kW ] [kW ] [kW ] [kWh]

June 2018 49.2 29.8 43.7 9881.9
June 2019 47.7 5.6 32.3 7410.8
September 2018 42.3 6.0 31.5 5518.1
September 2019 42.9 6.2 22.4 3764.2
November 2018 18.2 0.5 8.1 1047.8
November 2019 15.2 0.8 5.5 661.7

Table 2.2: Maximum, minimum and mean peak power production [kW] and total energy
production [kWh] for June, September and November 2018 and 2019. The peak power
value for each day in the considered months are included in the calculations.

In Figure 2.6, the PV power production [kW] at Campus Bornholm in June 2018 (blue),
September 2018 (green) and November 2018 (red) are shown. The peak power production
from June 2018 and September 2018 is quite similar to each other (mean peak 43.7 kW
vs. 31.5 kW respectively), but the total energy is significantly different (9881.9 kWh vs.
5518.1 kWh respectively). This is due to the days being shorter in September compared to
June, with less solar energy to harvest.

Figure 2.6: PV power production [kW] at Campus Bornholm in June 2018 (blue), September
2018 (green) and November 2018 (red).
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2.4 Electric vehicle charging

2.4.1 Electric vehicle charging modes

The EV charging process can be performed in several ways and the charging speed depends
on installation and equipment limitations and the EV itself. The international standard
IEC 61851-1 [17] defines four modes of charging, which are shown in Table 2.3.

Mode Description Typical charging power
Mode 1 (AC) Standard socket outlet - domestic ≤ 3.7 kW
Mode 2 (AC) Standard socket outlet with an AC EV

supply equipment – domestic
≤ 22 kW

Mode 3 (AC) AC EV equipment permanently connected
to an AC supply network

≤ 43.5 kW

Mode 4 (DC) DC EV Supply equipment ≤ 350 kW

Table 2.3: Charging modes as defined by IEC 61851-1.

Mode 1, 2 and 3 are using either a single-phase or a three-phase AC connection. Typical
charging powers for these modes are up to 3.7 kW, 22 kW and 43.5 kW respectively. The
latter requires a 230 V and 63 A three-phase AC connection, which is mainly possible in
public places due to installation limitation in domestic housing. Mode 4 is a method that
utilises DC EV supply equipment to fast charge the EV. When using DC directly it is
possible to bypass the internal EV charger and therefore reach higher charging power of up
to 350 kW. However, this does not mean that the EV is capable of charging at this power
level. The maximum charging power differs a lot for car models and this is considered when
modelling EV charging scenarios in this thesis. The EV chargers (DC) being developed
by NSS which are installed in the container are compliant with the Combined Charging
System (CCS) 2.0 standard [16]. Therefore, EV fast chargers (DC) of the CCS type are
used in this thesis.

2.4.2 Electric vehicle charging behaviour

Understanding the EV charging behaviour for the demo site at Campus Bornholm is
essential in order to properly model it. The goal is to represent the expected EV fast
charging behaviour close to reality, while keeping the model simple by using real-life
measurements, experimental data and assumptions to back up the modelling decisions.
Therefore, several parameters needs to be considered:

• Plug-in(s) per day
• Plug-in SOC
• Plug-out SOC
• Charging curve characteristics
• EV battery energy capacity
• Charging power

The expected plug-in(s) per day for the demo location at Campus Bornholm can be hard
to estimate since no data are available. However, real-life measurements from DTU Lyngby
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campus building 325 using a 22 kW DC charger, are available and will be used to model
the number of plug-in(s) per day. The live data measurements from the DC charger at
DTU can be displayed using [18]. The EV charger at DTU campus is not a fast charger
like the ones at Campus Bornholm, but the plug-in frequency is expected to be similar
since both EV charger locations are situated at a campus. The data considered are from
June to December 2018 since these are the months where the demo setup is located at
Campus Bornholm. In this period, both weekends and holidays are included, as this is also
the case for the real-life setup. From the measurements a plug-in distribution is plotted,
which describes how many plug-in(s) are observed per day through June to December 2018.
This is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Number of plug-in(s) per day in the period of June to December 2018 at DTU
Lyngby campus building 325 using a 22 kW DC charger.

The most frequent number of plug-ins per day is 1, which occurred 65 days out of the
six-month period. The highest number of plug-ins per day was 5, which occurred one day
out of the six months.

The plug-in and plug-out SOC are parameters that, together with the EV battery energy
capacity, can be used to estimate how much energy in average each EV requires, per
charge. In [19], fast-charging station choice behaviour among battery electric vehicle users
is investigated based on field data from Japan. The data are collected from almost 500
EVs in the period between 2011 and 2013. The data include measurements such as time,
location, vehicle state, SOC etc. This study shows that the majority of EV users plug-in
at around 40-50% SOC for fast charging. Furthermore, the study shows that some EV
users wait until around 20% SOC before plugging in. This worst-case plug-in SOC of 20%
will be used in this project to ensure that the BESS is tested for the worst case energy
demands.

A commonly used method for charging Lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries is the constant
current constant voltage (CCCV) method [20], which is shown in Figure 2.8. When
entering the constant voltage mode, the charging current decreases exponentially as the
SOC increases. This behaviour occurs as the maximum charging voltage is reached and
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since the open-circuit voltage of the EV battery still increases the current will decrease.
This greatly decreases the charging speed at higher SOC levels as shown by the slope of the
red curve representing the battery energy. Because of this, the plug-out SOC is assumed
to be 80% in this project, which simplifies the charging profile and allows to model it using
constant charging power.

Figure 2.8: Simple constant current constant voltage charging of Li-ion battery, Figure
taken from [20].

The expected EV battery energy capacity and charging speed for the demo location at
Campus Bornholm are based on EV fleet data from Bornholm from May 2020. The data
are supplied from supervisors at DTU and can be found at [21], it consists of brand and
model information of EVs and hybrid EVs registered in Bornholm. The data set consists
of 327 cars in total, but only EVs, which are able to use the CCS charging standard, are
considered, since the demo setup provides this type of charger. The data set is shown in
Table 2.4, after removing observations not relevant from the original data set.

Brand Model Variant No. Energy cap. Max charging power
[kWh] [kW ]

Audi e-tron 50 Quattro 1 64.7 120
Audi e-tron 55 Quattro 1 83.6 155
BMW I3 120 Ah 5 37.9 49
Jaguar I-Pace EV400 1 84.7 104
Kia e-Niro 39 kWh 2 39.2 50
Renault Zoe ZE40 R110 3 41 45
Tesla Model 3 LR dual motor 5 70 190
Tesla Model 3 LR performance 3 76 250
Tesla Model 3 SR plus 4 50 160
Volkswagen Golf e-Golf 4 32 40
Volkswagen Up! e-Up! 2 16 40

Table 2.4: EV fleet able to use the CCS charger on Bornholm from May 2020. No. is the
number of cars for the given row, capacity is the usable battery energy capacity [kWh],
Max charging power is the maximum DC charging power allowed by the EV [kW].
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After cleaning up the data set, 31 observations remain. The usable energy capacity [kWh]
and the maximum DC charging power [kW] are found for each car variant using [22]. The
weighted average of the usable energy capacity (Ecap,wa) and the maximum DC charging
power (Pmax,wa) are calculated as follows:

Ecap,wa = No1 · Ecap,1 +No2 · Ecap,2 + ...+Non · Ecap,n

No1 +No2 + ...+Non
= 50.4 kWh (2.10)

Pmax,wa = No1 · Pmax,1 +No2 · Pmax,2 + ...+Non · Pmax,n

No1 +No2 + ...+Non
= 110.9 kW (2.11)

From the weighted average of the usable energy capacity (Ecap,wa), the plug-in SOC and
plug-out SOC, the average energy each EV requires when charging is calculated in the
following way:

Echarge = (SOCout−SOCin)·(Ecap,wa) = (0.8−0.2)·50.4 = 0.6·50.4 = 30.24 kWh (2.12)

2.5 Energy management system
The EMS is the "brain" of the DC microgrid which needs to ensure efficient management
of the batteries, EV chargers, PV and inverter. The first step in designing an EMS is to
define its objectives. A literature review is conducted to investigate what is the considered
essential in terms of EMS objectives in DC microgrids.

In [23], it is stated that EMS provides intelligence to the system and controls the functioning
of each component. Some significant roles of the EMS are:

• Provide uninterrupted supply to load
• Maximise utilisation of generating sources
• Efficient management of batteries

In [24], it is emphasised that the EMS is used to monitor, control and optimise the
performance of a generation system. It plays a vital role in microgrids due to presence of
intermittent sources of energy. Its main objective is to manage the energy between source
and load in an optimal manner.

In [25], it is proposed that some important control objectives of the EMS i.a. are to
enhance system reliability and reduces power losses is the system.

The DC microgrid in this thesis differs from the once in [23], [24] and [25] since it has three
battery dual strings and no DC-DC converters. The mentioned objectives are therefore
condensed into three overall EMS objectives that can be applied to the DC microgrid
considered in this thesis:

• Manage battery dual string connections
• Fulfil power and energy needs
• Ensure efficient and reliable battery operation

Firstly, it is very important that the EMS controls the interconnections between battery
dual strings and each respective component in the DC microgrid (PV, EVs and inverter)
in an optimal manner. This ensures that each component is utilised correctly in terms of
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fulfilling their purpose in the best possible way. This helps increase system reliability by
providing interrupted connections between components.

Secondly, fulfilling the power and energy needs in the DC microgid is of great importance.
The grid connection provides flexibility for achieving this objective. Therefore, the EMS
needs to continuously adjust the power setpoint for the inverter in order to manage the
energy exchange with the grid [26]. Furthermore, fulfilling power and energy needs also
means to manage the energy between source and load optimally, to reduce unnecessary
energy exchange with the grid and to maximise the utilisation of generation units.

Thirdly, the EMS needs to ensure efficient and reliable battery operation. This includes
keeping the battery dual strings SOC within acceptable limits and reduce number of
cycles to reduce battery ageing processes. These three objectives of the EMS need to
be fulfilled while considering each component in the DC microgrid and their respective
purpose. The EMS objectives in terms of each component’s purpose are discussed in the
following sections.

2.5.1 Photovoltaic system

The purpose of the PV system is to generate renewable energy locally for the DC microgrid.
This purpose is fulfilled best by maximising the generated energy of the PV system. Energy
exchange between components in the DC microgrid always have to run through a battery
dual string due to different voltage levels and the lack of DC-DC converters. This means
that the PV system needs to be connected to a battery dual string, which is not fully
charged during hours of available solar energy. In case all three battery dual strings
are fully charged, during hours of available solar energy, the PV production will not be
harvested and the purpose is not fully satisfied.

2.5.2 Electric vehicle charging

The purpose of the EV chargers is to satisfy the vehicles’ charging needs. This includes
being able to deliver the required energy for the EV when it connects. Because of this a
sufficient level of SOC for the battery dual string connected to the EV is required. The
battery dual string connection cannot be changed during EV charging. Hence the SOC
level needs to be higher than the requested energy from the EV before charging. This
means that if the SOC levels of all battery dual strings are below the requested energy
from the EV, the charging needs are not fully satisfied.

2.5.3 Inverter

The inverter can be operated to fulfil several purposes. The first one is to maximise profits,
which can be achieved by providing grid services such as frequency containment reserve
for normal operation (FCR-N). Another way to maximise profits is to trade energy in the
electricity market. Energinet states that in order to participate in e.g. FCR-N a minimum
bid of 0.3 MW is required [27]. The rated active power of the DC system in the point of
connection to the grid is 43.47 kW, which means that in reality the system will not be
able to deliver ancillary services. To do so an aggregation of several smaller system or an
up-scaling of the current system is needed.
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The second purpose is to minimise costs, which can be achieved by utilising "behind-the-
meter" approach. In this case the inverter can be used to balance the power exchange
between the grid and Campus Bornholm. This helps to minimise the imported energy
from the grid, thereby reducing total electricity costs.

For this project the focus is on optimising the performance of the EMS in the DC microgrid
and therefore the inverter’s purpose is to provide flexibility by balancing out the SOC of the
battery dual strings. This helps to fulfil the purposes of EV charging and PV production
optimally. Therefore, maximising profits and minimising costs using the mentioned methods
above is out of scope for this project.

2.5.4 EMS objectives & requirements

In this section a summary of the EMS objectives considering each component’s purpose
is shown in Table 2.5. This serves as an overview, which can be used to formulate the
EMS algorithm requirements from. Achieving the EMS objectives while fulfilling each
component’s purpose in the best possible way can be challenging since each component
has contradicting goals. In practice this means that the EMS algorithm need to find a
compromise when e.g. managing the SOC of the battery dual stings. The PV system
ideally wants the SOC of the system to be low, so that solar energy can be stored. The
EV charging ideally wants the SOC of the system to be high to be able to fully charge
EVs that connect. The second column in Table 2.5 states the EMS algorithm requirements
necessary to fulfil the EMS objectives while considering the components purposes. These
requirements will be tested to evaluate the performance of the EMS and to see if it operates
as expected.

EMS objectives EMS algorithm requirements
Manage battery dual string connections Control logic for busbar system

Fulfil power and energy needs Adjust power setpoint to inverter

Ensure efficient and reliable battery opera-
tion

Keep SOC within acceptable limits and
reduce number of cycles

PV purpose
Maximise generated energy Connect PV to battery dual string, that is

not fully charged during hours of available
solar energy

EV purpose
Satisfy vehicle’s charging needs Connect EV to battery dual string, that

has enough energy to fully charge the EV
Inverter purpose
Provide flexibility to DC system Balance SOC of the battery dual strings

to help fulfil the PV and EV purposes

Table 2.5: Summary of EMS objectives considering each component’s purpose.
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2.6 Lithium-ion battery ageing
As mentioned in Section 2.5, one of the EMS objective is to ensure efficient and reliable
battery operation by e.g. considering battery ageing mechanisms. Throughout a battery’s
lifetime its performance or state of health tends to decrease due to physical and chemical
changes which take place with usage [28] and time. In general, ageing of lithium-ion is
caused by time (calendar) and usage (cycle) and a good understanding of these mechanisms
is essential for designing EMS strategies [29]. As batteries age, the capacity fades, which
can be accelerated by several factors such as temperature, SOC levels, C-rates etc. To
better evaluate performance of the EMS strategies implemented in this thesis, battery
ageing of LFP cells are examined.

The first study [30], investigates calendar ageing in LFP cells. Calendar ageing is
independent of charge/discharge cycles, and is relevant when operation periods are
significantly shorter than the idle intervals. The cells are stored at 16 different SOC
levels for 9 months. Furthermore, the cell are stored at three different temperatures: 25°C,
40°C and 50°C. Figure 2.9 shows the relative capacity of the battery cells at the end of
the 9 months for the varying storage conditions.

Figure 2.9: Top plot: Relative capacity as a function of storage SOC [%]. Bottom plot:
Relative internal resistance as a function of storage SOC [%]. Both plots have graphs for
three different temperatures. Figure taken from [30].
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Results show that all cells have increased calendar ageing at higher temperatures. However,
a steady increase in ageing cannot be observed. Instead, there are plateau regions, where
the capacity fade is similar for 20-30% intervals in which capacity fade is almost constant.
Internal resistance increases for LFP is shown to be independent of storage SOC, but
dependent on temperature.

The second study [31], investigates both calendar and cycle ageing of LFP cells. Both
ageing studies are performed at two temperature values: 25°C and 45°C during a year. For
the cycle experiment the cells are charged/discharged in a simple and complex manner as
explained by Figure 2.10. Furthermore, the cells are stored at two different SOC levels:
50% and 100% for the calendar ageing experiment. Figure 2.11 shows the calendar and
cycle ageing results for the two experiments.

Figure 2.10: Different cycling profiles used in the cycle ageing experiment. (a) simple, (b)
complex, (c) power profile for complex. Figure taken from [31].

Figure 2.11: Capacity retention of cells cycled or stored in different condition over a year.
Figure taken from [31].
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Results show that both calendar and cycle ageing are highly sensitive to higher temperatures.
Using the simple cycling over the complex cycling increases battery ageing. At the same
temperatures, cycle conditions are always more dominant compared to storage conditions
when it comes to capacity fade.

To summarise, high temperature and SOC levels are causing the highest capacity fade in
terms of calendar ageing. Calendar ageing as a function of SOC is non-linear and capacity
fade occurs in plateaus. Storing LFP cells at around 30% to 70% SOC results in an
approximately constant capacity fade. Cycle ageing is highly dependent on temperatures
and cycling profile. Generally discharging the battery to lower SOC levels increases capacity
fade. Furthermore, cycle ageing causes higher capacity fade compared to calendar ageing.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, the technological background knowledge necessary to understand the
modelling and design process of the DC microgrid is elaborated on. A system overview
is given and the individual system components and their ratings are discussed. The
reconfigurable BESS design is examined and the serial and parallel battery dual string
configurations are explained. Real-life measurements data from the existing PV plant at
Campus Bornholm are analysed to gain a better understand of the expected PV production.
Moreover, EV measurement data from DTU Lyngby campus, EV fleet data from Bornholm
and experimental data are analysed to get an insight into the expected EV charging
behaviour on Bornholm.

The EMS objectives and requirements are defined while considering the individual purposes
of the DC microgrid components. The EMS is in charge of managing connection between
battery dual strings and the remaining components. Furthermore, it needs to fulfil
power and energy needs and manage the batteries efficiently while keeping battery ageing
mechanisms in mind. Finally, battery ageing mechanisms for LFP cells are discussed to
understand how it can be utilised when designing the EMS strategies and evaluating them.
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3
MODELLING OF SYSTEM &
COMPONENTS

This chapter provides a holistic view of the system model including its components and
their interconnections. Moreover, it describes the in-depth modelling and design processes
of each sub-model in the DC microgrid, on the power and energy level. The model is
implemented in Simulink [32] which is a simulation tool for model-based design integrated
with MATLAB. Multi-domain models can be built in a graphical block diagram environment
using customisable blocks from the block library. If programming blocks are preferred over
graphical blocks, this is possible by implementing MATLAB functions in Simulink.

The general modelling approach applied in this thesis is to initially build simple models
using significant simplification to get the simulation running. Thereafter, the level of
detail is increased, thus entailing a better representation of the actual system, while also
increasing the complexity of the model. The models consists of algebraic and differential
equations and Simulink does not provide information of the units of the results. Therefore,
it is up to the user to interpret the meaning of the inputs and outputs of the simulation.
Whenever a model is built it is important to run the simulation and evaluate the output
to ensure that the model behaves as expected. Furthermore, validating the models against
existing models or real data from measurements, experiments etc. is essential to check the
model’s ability to accurately represent the actual system.

3.1 System model overview
A conceptual overview of the system model is shown in Figure 3.1. This block diagram is
used to briefly explain the functionality of each sub-model and their interactions. Later
in this chapter, each sub-model and the thought process behind them will be explain in
greater detail. The lines between the different components represent the flow and direction
of power or communication signals. The EMS block is the central part of the model. It
receives the SOC of each battery dual string and PV forecasts as inputs and uses them to
calculate a setpoint for the inverter and find the optimal string connections. Furthermore,
it receives the SOC protection signal for each battery dual string as input and triggers
the protection when needed. Normally, this is the task of a battery management system
(BMS), but as no BMS is considered in this thesis the EMS executes this task. The SOC
protection block receives the SOC of each battery dual string as input, and outputs the
protection signal of each battery dual string. The protection signal goes high whenever
the upper limit is reached and the SOC keeps increasing or when the lower limit is reached
and the SOC keeps decreasing.
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual block diagram of the DC microgrid. The green parts belong to the
electric power domain and the blue parts to the energy management and control domain.

The NSS BESS block contains three battery dual strings, each receives power signal as
input. The magnitude and direction of the power depends on the connected component
(EV1, EV2, PV or inverter), where the EV and PV blocks are uni-directional. The EVs
are purely loads, and their power signs are positive, while the PV is a generator and
its power sign is negative. The inverter is bi-directional and its power sign depends on
the operational conditions. The three battery dual strings output the SOC level, which
depends on the energy level of the respective dual string. The busbar system block is a
mechanism that enables switching of the dual strings. It consists of four busbars, one for
each component (EV1, EV2, PV and inverter) that can be connected to a battery dual
string. Depending on the input string signal, it connects EV1, EV2, PV or inverter to the
desired battery dual string, or disconnects it if necessary. The EV and PV blocks work
in a similar way. They both output a power profile but of opposite signs, which when
connected to a battery dual string will either charge or discharge it. The inverter block
receives a power setpoint from the EMS block and this determines the power on the AC
side. The power measured on the DC side is slightly different, since losses occur across the
inverter. The thermal block receives the battery and inverter losses as input, and outputs
auxiliary power consumption and system temperatures. The auxiliary block aggregates all
auxiliary power consumptions and sends the information to the grid block. Finally, the
grid block outputs the grid power, which is the power exchange between the main grid
and the DC microgrid.

3.2 Battery system model
In this section the NSS BESS model from Figure 3.1 is described. Each battery dual string
is identical. Therefore, only one battery dual string model is described which represents
the behaviour of all battery dual strings. The battery dual string model consists of two sub
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models: an internal loss model and an SOC model as shown in Figure 3.2. The internal loss
model receives the battery power [kW] as input, and outputs the battery internal power
and battery losses [kW]. The charge/discharge process is not ideal due to the internal cell
and MOSFET resistances, which causes Joule losses, hence developing heat in the system.
The SOC model receives the internal battery power as input and outputs the SOC.

Figure 3.2: Conceptual block diagram of a battery dual string model consisting of two sub
models: an internal loss model and a SOC model.

3.2.1 Internal loss model

To keep the model in the power and energy domain, an efficiency lookup table of the
battery dual strings is used, which is provided by supervisors from DTU. This efficiency (η)
lookup table receives the battery power [kW] as input and outputs the efficiency [%] of the
battery dual string, as shown on the block diagram for the internal loss model in Figure
3.3. The efficiency is then converted to a decimal value (less than or equal to 1) which is
used to calculate the internal battery power. In case the battery is discharging (positive
power), the battery power is divided by the efficiency to obtain the battery internal power.

Pbat,int,discharge = Pbat

η
(3.1)

In case the battery is charging (negative power), the battery power is multiplied by the
efficiency to get the internal battery power.

Pbat,int,charge = Pbat · η (3.2)

As the battery is discharging, the magnitude of the battery internal power is larger than
the magnitude of the battery power since the internal Joule losses needs to be accounted
for, and vice versa. The battery power losses are calculated as follows:

Pbat,loss = Pbat,int − Pbat (3.3)

Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the battery internal loss model.

In Figure 3.4 the efficiency characteristic of the battery dual strings is shown in which the
efficiency [%] is a function of the active power [kW]. When connecting the battery dual
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string to the inverter, the efficiency is expected to be greater than 96% since the inverter
power is limited to ±43.47 kW. Looking at the extreme case of fast charging at 150 kW,
the efficiency is significantly lower at 87.27%.

Figure 3.4: Efficiency characteristics of the battery dual strings. The efficiency [%] is
a function of the active power [kW]. The blue and green graph represents charging and
discharging respectively.

Figure 3.4 also shows that the battery efficiency during discharging is lower than during
charging (87.27% at 150 kW and 88.25% at -150 kW, respectively). As mentioned in
Section 3.2, the charging/discharging process is not ideal and the battery losses depend on
the internal resistances (cell and MOSFET) and the current:

Pbat,loss = i2 ·Rtot = i2 · (Rcell,tot +RMOSF ET,tot) (3.4)

Figure 3.5 shows the equivalent circuit of a battery [29], including points where the battery
power and battery internal power are extracted. The total MOSFET resistance is always
the same, since the current flows through one MOSFET per cell no matter if a cell is
engaged or bypassed. The total cell resistance changes depending on the number of cells
engaged. The DC link voltage is the voltage level of the connected component.

Figure 3.5: Equivalent circuit of a battery. Pbat,int and Pbat indicate points where the
battery internal power and battery power are extracted.

So if for example, the inverter is connected to the battery then the DC link voltage is in
the range of 800-900 V both when charging and discharging. When discharging the battery
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into the grid the open circuit voltage needs to be higher than the DC link voltage and
needs to compensate for the voltage drops across the cell and MOSFET resistances. This
is achieved by engaging more cells, thereby increasing the total cell resistance and therefore
the losses. When charging the battery from the grid, the total cell resistance is lower since
more cells are bypassed to decrease the open circuit voltage below the DC link voltage.

3.2.2 State of charge model

State of charge for a battery pack is defined as the ratio between the stored energy in
the battery and the total energy that can be stored in the battery, and is measured in
percentage or per unit (pu). From now on, SOC is expressed in pu. For instance, the SOC
of an EV-battery is equivalent to the fuel gauge of a traditional ICE car, which indicates
how much fuel is left in the tank. A commonly used method [33] for estimating the SOC
of a battery is to take the ratio between the stored charge (in Ah) in the battery and the
rated charge capacity (in Ah). The Coulomb counting method can be used to keep track
of the stored charge in the battery by integrating the battery current.

As the model is limited to power and energy levels the SOC will be calculated using the
method described but with energy instead of charge. The SOC is then the ratio between
stored energy [kWh] in the battery and the rated energy capacity [kWh]. To calculate the
SOC as a function of time of the battery the following equation is used [33]:

SOC(t) = SOC(t0)− 1h
EC · 3600s ·

∫ t

0
Pbat,int(t) · dt (3.5)

Where SOC(t0) is the initial SOC of the battery at time = 0 seconds. EC is the energy
capacity of the battery, which is 103.68 kWh for both the battery dual string coupled in
series and parallel of the physical system. Pbat,int(t) is the instantaneous internal power
of the battery [kW], which is positive when discharging and negative when charging the
battery. The minus sign is included to decrease the SOC as the battery is discharging
and increase the SOC as the battery is charging. The block diagram implementation in
Simulink is shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of SOC model.

3.3 Photovoltaics model
The photovoltaics block in Figure 3.1 outputs the PV power production profile, which
can be connected to one of the three battery dual strings through the busbar system. It
also outputs a PV forecast that is sent to the EMS block where it is used to improve the
performance of the system.
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3.3.1 Photovoltaics production profiles

For the study cases, three PV production scenarios will be used - high, medium and
low production. The months used for high, medium and low production are June 2018,
September 2018 and November 2018 respectively based on the PV data analysis from
Section 2.5. One week from each month will be used in the simulation, in order to test
the DC microgrid’s performance over a longer period of time. One week of simulation is a
good compromise between showing performance over time while keeping computational
time within an acceptable time frame. The chosen weeks are week 2 in June and November
and week 3 in September as shown in Figure 3.7. These weeks represent the three PV
production scenarios (high, medium and low production) with a total energy production
of 2278.7 kWh, 1484.9 kWh and 145.3 kWh respectively.

Figure 3.7: PV power production [kW] at Campus Bornholm in June 2018 - week 2 - high
PV (blue), September 2018 - week 3 - medium PV (green) and November 2018 - week 2 -
low PV (red).

PV power production profiles from the full months of June 2018, September 2018 and
November 2018 are imported into Simulink. This enables the possibility of using other
weeks for testing in the future, even though only the selected weeks previously mentioned
will be used in this project. Changing the start time and stop time for the simulation
determines the weeks used for the simulation. For instance, in order to use week 2 in June
the start time is set to tstart = 3600s · 24h · 7d = 604800 s and the stop time is set to
tstop = 3600s · 24h · 14d = 1209600 s. The sign of the PV power production is changed to
be negative in Simunlink since negative power means charging the battery dual strings.

3.3.2 Photovoltaics forecast

The PV system is the only source of locally produced energy in the DC microgrid. Utilising
PV production can help minimise the energy exchange with the grid and therefore increase
system performance. However, PV is a renewable source of energy that relies on solar
irradiation for energy production. This makes PVs "uncontrollable" in the sense that their
production depends on factors that cannot be controlled. This effectively means that PV
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production can only produce as much as the incoming solar irradiance dictates. However,
it can be curtailed or disconnected to stop harvesting solar energy. Therefore, being able
to predict PV production is essential to increase the performance of the EMS.

The photovoltaics forecasts used in this project are ideal forecasts for a maximum of 5
hours ahead. It is possible to chose between 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 hours ahead ideal forecast in
the simulation. The ideal forecasts are made by shifting the original PV power production
profiles in time. Assuming a short range PV forecast like this to be ideal is fairly accurate
due to the precision of weather forecasting.

3.4 Electric vehicle fast charger model
The EV block in Figure 3.1 consists of two EV fast charging profiles (one for each EV fast
charger) and one electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) cooling model. The two EV
fast charging models are built in the same manner, and they output power profiles that
can be connected to the desired battery dual strings through the busbar system.

3.4.1 Electric vehicle charging profiles

Three EV penetration scenarios are defined using the number of plug-in(s) per day, required
energy per charge (Echarge) and DC charging power (Pmax,wa) calculated in Section 2.4.2
on the basis of real-life measurements, experimental data and assumptions. The three
scenarios represent low, medium and high EV penetration. The required energy per charge
and DC charging power is kept constant at 30.24 kWh and 110.9 kW respectively, while
the number of plug-in(s) per day are varied. This means that each EV charge takes
approximately 16 minutes. The low, medium and high EV penetration has 1, 3 and 5
plug-in(s) per day respectively for both fast chargers. Having 5 plug-ins per day for both
chargers might be a bit extreme, since the charger at DTU campus experienced this only
once during a six month period. However, during summertime in Bornholm, the EV fleet is
expected to increase due to more tourists visiting Bornholm. Hence, 5 plug-ins per day for
both chargers is expected to be possible. The charging profiles are created using Python
code and are exported as CSV files, which are imported into MATLAB Simulink. The
only difference between charging profile for charger 1 and 2 is a time shift of one hour.
The charging profiles for the three scenarios for both chargers are shown in Figure 3.8,
where the EV charging power [kW] is a function of the time [h]. The Figure only shows a
plot for one day, but as the simulation time spans over a week this pattern is repeated
seven times. The plug-in events are assumed to be almost evenly spread around midday
and in the hours where people are at campus (from h = 8 to h = 17).
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Figure 3.8: Low, medium and high EV penetration scenarios for fast charger 1 and 2. EV
charging power [kW] as a function of time [h].

3.4.2 Electric vehicle supply equipment cooling

In this section, the EVSE cooling model is described. As charging speeds increase, so
will the Joule losses, which generate heat in the charging cables. The EVSE cooling is
a liquid-air-cooling unit that removes heat from the charging cable during fast charging
events. It has an electric power consumption of up to 120 W when activated, as shown
in the data sheet in Appendix A.1 in Figure A.1. It is activated at fast charging event
above 220 kW [34] and is assumed to consume the full 120 W when active. This auxiliary
power consumption (Paux,EV SE) is supplied from the AC side of the inverter and needs to
be accounted for in the total auxiliary power (Paux,tot) consumption calculation.

3.5 Inverter model
The inverter acts as the link between the AC power grid and the DC microgrid as shown
on the SLG of the system in Figure 2.1. It is an important component of the system since
it is needed to transform from DC to AC in order to transfer energy between the two
grids. The inverter is not an ideal component, so losses occur as power flows through it.
Inverter efficiency curves are used to determine efficiency at different power throughputs.
The inverter efficiency curve implemented in the model is shown in Figure 3.9 which is
supplied by supervisors from DTU. This curve shows the efficiency [%] as a function of
the power [kW] for Converdan inverter model AFE333KAC, which is used in the real
system setup. The inverter efficiency is given for positive (exporting energy into grid) and
negative (importing energy from grid) since it has bi-directional capabilities. The efficiency
is symmetrical around 0 kW, so the direction of power flow is irrelevant for the efficiency
of the inverter. However, the efficiency is highly affected by the amount of power that
flows through it. It reaches efficiencies of around 98% at maximum power (43.47 kW due
to limitation of 63 A grid connection). When operating the inverter at low power (1 kW),
the efficiency drops to around 90%. It drops to 1% at power levels of 0.01 kW.
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Inverter efficiency curves can be expressed mathematically from the following equation
[35]:

ηinv = Pinv,pu,AC

Pinv,pu,AC + k0 + k1 · Pinv,pu,AC + k2 · P 2
inv,pu,AC

(3.6)

Pinv,pu,AC is the instantaneous AC output power normalised to the nominal AC output
power of the inverter. The constant k0 represents the self-consumption factor of the
inverter, which is independent of the power output. The constants k1 and k2 take into
account the linear and quadratic losses respectively, where the latter represents the ohmic
losses. Typical values of k0, k1 and k2 are 0.013, 0.02 and 0.05 respectively [35]. The
self-consumption factor k1 is highly dominant when operating the inverter at low power
outputs since the other terms goes towards 0, while k1 is constant and independent of
the power output. The inverter consumes small amounts of power in the conversion and
control processes, which is what causes the low efficiencies at low power throughput [36].
Therefore, disconnecting the inverter if possible at very low power outputs is an option to
increase the performance of the whole DC microgrid.

Figure 3.9: Efficiency characteristics of the bi-directional inverter.

The inverter block receives the AC power setpoint (Pset,pu,AC) as input, and outputs the
AC inverter power (Pinv,AC), DC inverter power (Pinv,DC) and the inverter losses (Pinv,loss)
[kW] as shown in Figure 3.1. The inverter power on the AC side is determined by the
setpoint from the droop controller. The power on the DC side is then adjusted to deliver
the desired AC power while accounting for the losses across the inverter. The model
implementation in Simulink is shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram of the inverter model.

The AC inverter power is the AC power setpoint multiplied by the inverter rating (66 kW).
The DC inverter power is calculated by dividing the AC inverter power by the efficiency
(decimal between 0 and 1) when energy is delivered to the grid. When the energy is
imported from the grid the AC inverter power, is multiplied by the efficiency to get the DC
inverter power. The inverter losses are calculated by subtracting the AC inverter power
from the DC inverter power.

3.6 Thermal model
An important performance metric to consider when creating a holistic system simulation
model on the power and energy level, is the energy efficiency. To accurately evaluate
this metric, all relevant energy loss mechanisms need to be included. The purpose of
implementing the thermal model is to model the temperature dynamics in the container
and the auxiliary power consumption. The auxiliary power consumption represents the
power needed to operate thermal management, such as the heat pump and fans as well as
control and monitoring components [37]. The auxiliary power consumption is important to
include, as it needs to be accounted for in the energy efficiency calculation. The thermal
modelling and calculations adapted in this project are based on [37] and [38].

The layout of the container including rack dimensions and rack content, is shown in
Appendix A.2.1 in Figure A.2. The cooling unit (heat pump) is in charge of removing heat
from the container. Heat is mainly generated in the battery dual strings and inverters due
to power losses and in the auxiliary components as they consume power. The BM (3 fans),
cross-over module (XM) (2 fans), SCM (1 fan) and inverters (3 fans) have fans installed
that move air through the modules. Cold air is sent to the middle of the container by the
heat pump and sucked through the modules to the back/top of the racks and circulated
back into the container. The heat pump regulates itself depending on the temperature
inside the container:

• Upper temperature = 35°C
• Lower temperature = 25°C

The heat pump’s power consumption is modelled in a way that it is 0% at the lower
temperature of 25°C, and 100% at the upper temperature of 35°C. The controller has a
linear characteristic between the two temperatures.
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The fans in the battery modules react to the maximum temperature in the Nerve Switch.
However, since the battery is not modelled on the cell level, the fans are assumed to react
to the temperature of the battery system instead:

• Upper temperature = 55°C
• Lower temperature = 30°C

The fans are started at 50% duty cycle at the lower temperature of 30°C. The fans operate
at 100% duty cycle at the upper temperature of 55°C and has a linear characteristic in
between the two temperatures. A hysteresis is implemented so that the fans only turn off
for temperatures below 25°C [34]. This ensures that the fans are not turned on and off
continuously when the battery temperature is close to the threshold.

Each battery rack in the container contains one battery string, meaning two battery racks
make up one battery dual string. The temperature is assumed to be the same in each
battery dual string pair as they are always operated simultaneously, hence they experience
approximately the same power losses. Therefore, six different temperature zones are
modelled, which are:

• Tin1 = Temperature of battery dual string 1
• Tin2 = Temperature of battery dual string 2
• Tin3 = Temperature of battery dual string 3
• Tcr = Temperature of control rack
• Tc = Temperature in the middle of the container
• Tout = Temperature outdoor ambient

Figure 3.11 shows the thermal resistance network of the container, which is a graphical
overview of how the six temperature zones are interconnected by the heat flow between
them.

Figure 3.11: Thermal resistance network of the container. Qin1, Qin2 and Qin3 are the
total heat inputs in temperature zone 1, 2 and 3. Qin_cr is the total heat input in the
control rack. Qout_hp is the heat removed by the heat pump.
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Tout is a constant value and depends on the PV scenario active (June, September or
November 2018). An average temperature of the active month is used, which is 14.3°C,
15.5°C and 7.6°C respectively [39]. However, solar radiation is not considered in the model.
The zone temperatures change depending on the incoming/outgoing heat flows and their
thermal capacitances. The temperatures (e.g. Tin1) can be calculated from the heat
balance equation [38]:

Qin1 −Qout1 = Cth_bat1 ·
(
dTin1
dt

)
(3.7)

Rewriting to find Tin1:
Tin1 =

∫ (
Qin1 −Qout1
Cth_bat1

)
· dt (3.8)

Where Cth_bat1 [J/K] is the thermal capacitance of battery dual string 1. Qin1 [W] is the
total heat flow into battery dual string 1. Qout1 [W] is the total of heat flow out of battery
dual string 1. The heat balance equation for battery dual string 1 is:

Tin1 =
∫ (((Pbat1,loss + Paux,bat1)− (Qcond_1c +Qcond_12 +Qconv_1c)

Cth_bat1

)
· dt (3.9)

Where Qin1 = Pbat1,loss + Paux,bat1 [W]. Here, Pbat1,loss [W] is the battery power losses
(as calculated in Equation 3.3), and Paux,bat1 [W] is the auxiliary power consumption of
fans and control and monitoring components in battery dual string 1. Qcond_1c [W] and
Qcond_12 [W] are the conductive heat flows to the container and battery dual string 2
respectively. Qconv_1c [W] is the forced convective heat flow to the container (using fans).
Conductive heat transfer is calculated as follows:

Qcond = dT

Rth
(3.10)

Where dT is the temperature difference [K] between the two zones and Rth [K/W] is the
thermal resistance between the zones. The forced convective heat transfer (using fans) is
calculated as [40]:

Qconv = V · cp,Air · ρAir · dT (3.11)

Where V [m3/s] is the airflow, cp,Air [J/(kg ·K)] is the specific heat capacity of air, ρAir

[kg/m3] is the density of air and dT is the temperature [K] difference between the two
zones. The actual airflow of the fans is hard to estimate since it depends on the system
impedance (airflow resistance) of the enclosure they are installed in. The battery module
fans used are: Fan San Ace 109R0824H401 and their specifications and performance curve
are shown in Appendix A.2.2 in Figure A.4 and A.5 respectively. The rated airflow is
1.03 m3/min and rated power consumption is 1.68 W. The rated airflow is the maximum
airflow for ideal conditions with no airflow resistance. The airflow of the fans is smaller
in reality and is estimated to be 0.59 m3/min based on conducted airflow experiments,
see Appendix A.2.4. Both the thermal resistance and capacitance can be calculated from
physical properties:

Rth = d

A · k
(3.12)

Where d [m] is the thickness of the material separating the two zones, A [m2] is the area
of the material and k is the thermal conductivity [W/(m ·K)] of the material.

Cth = m · cp (3.13)
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Where m [kg] is the body mass and cp [J/(kg · K)] is the specific heat capacity of the
material. The five indoor temperature zones are modelled by solving heat balance equations
as demonstrated in Equations 3.8-3.9 and in accordance with Figure 3.11. All the thermal
parameters used and how they are calculated are listed in Table A.1 in Appendix A.2.3.

Auxiliary power consumption of components in the container

An important output of the thermal model is the auxiliary consumption of the heat pump,
fans, and the control and monitoring components in the container. Their electrical power
consumption depends on how often they are active and at what setpoint they are operated,
according to the control logic explained.

Auxiliary power consumption of heat pump

The heat pump’s rated electrical power is 3 kW, and the energy efficiency ratio (EER) is
3.06 as shown on the heat pump nameplate in Appendix A.2.2 in Figure A.6. This means
it can remove 9.18 kW of heat at 3 kW electrical power consumption. Therefore, the heat
pump consumes between 0 kW and 3 kW electric power, depending on the setpoint. The
heat pump auxiliary power consumption [kW] is calculated as follows:

Paux,hp = Psetpu,hp · Php,rat = Psetpu,hp · 3 kW (3.14)

Auxiliary power consumption of battery dual strings

The auxiliary power consumption for each battery dual string is calculated based on the
number of components running, and their individual power consumption. There are a
total of 38 fans per battery dual string (3 fans per battery module, 12 battery modules
in total, 1 fan per SCM, 2 SCM in total). The fans used in the SCM, XM and inverter
are assumed to be the same as in the BM. This is because the fans used in the SCM and
XM have similar properties to the fans used in the battery modules (rated airflow of 0.93
m3/min and rated power of 0.96 W [41]).

The auxiliary power consumption of, for instance, battery dual string 1 is the sum of a
constant and dynamic part. The auxiliary power consumption of each SCM (Paux,SCM )
is considered constant and is 12 W. The total auxiliary power consumption of SCM in
battery dual string 1 is:

Paux,bat1,SCM = nSCM · Paux,SCM = 2 · 12 = 24 W (3.15)

Where nSCM is the number of SCMs. The auxiliary power consumption of each battery
modules consists of a constant and dynamic part. The dynamic part depends on the number
of fans active and their rotational speed. The fans’ power consumption is proportional to
the cube of the rotational speed, which is explained by the Affinity laws [42]:

Paux,fan = Pfan,rat ·
(

Nfan

Nfan,rat

)3

(3.16)

Where Paux,fan is the actual fan power consumption, Pfan,rat = 1.68 W is the rated power
of the fan. Nfan is the actual rotational speed and Nfan,rat is the rated rotational speed of
the fan. The maximum power consumption per battery module including fans (Paux,BM )
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is 15 W [34]. To model the fans’ power consumption, the maximum power consumption is
split into a constant and a dynamic part. The constant power consumption for battery
modules in battery dual string 1 is calculated as follows:

Paux,bat1,BM,con = nBM ·Paux,BM −nfans ·Pfan,rat = 12 ·15−38 ·1.68 = 116.16 W (3.17)

Where nBM is the number of battery modules and nfans is the number of fans. The
dynamic power consumption of battery modules in battery dual string 1 is calculated as
follows:

Paux,bat1,BM,dyn = Paux,fan · nfans = Paux,fan · 38 (3.18)

The total auxiliary power consumption of battery dual string 1 is:

Paux,bat1 = Paux,bat1,SCM +Paux,bat1,BM,con+Paux,bat1,BM,dyn = 140.16+Paux,fan·38 (3.19)

Where the constant part is 140.16 W and the dynamic part is between 0 W and 63.84
W depending on the speed of the fans. The auxiliary power consumption of battery dual
string 2 and 3 are calculated in the same way.

Auxiliary power consumption of components in control rack

There are 12 fans in total in the control rack (2 per XM, 3 XMs in total, 3 fans per inverter,
2 inverters in total). The fans in SCM and control rack follow the same control logic as
the fans in the battery modules. Each inverter has a standby power consumption of 50 W
when connected to the grid [12]. The total auxiliary power consumption of the components
in the control rack is the sum of the inverters’ and fans’ power consumption.

Paux,cr = ninv ·Paux,inv +nfans ·Paux,fan = 2 ·50+12 ·Paux,fan = 100+Paux,fan ·12 (3.20)

Where ninv is the number of inverters and Paux,inv is the inverter standby power
consumption.

3.7 Auxiliary consumption model
In this section the auxiliary consumption model is explained. This model simply aggregates
all the individual auxiliary power consumption in the DC microgrid to get the total
auxiliary power consumption. These auxiliary components are powered by AC, which is
supplied directly from the AC grid since there is no DC-AC converters in the DC microgrid.
The model receives the auxiliary consumption of EVSE cooling (Paux,EV SE), heat pump
(Paux,hp), battery dual strings (Paux,bat1, Paux,bat2 and Paux,bat3) and control rack (Paux,cr)
[kW] as inputs, and outputs the total auxiliary consumption (Paux,tot) [kW]. The total
auxiliary consumption is calculated in the following way:

Paux,tot = Paux,EV SE + Paux,hp + Paux,bat1 + Paux,bat2 + Paux,bat3 + Paux,cr (3.21)

The sign of the auxiliary consumption is defined as a negative quantity in the simulation.

3.8 Grid connection model
The grid connection block shown in Figure 3.1 receives the AC inverter power (Pinv,AC)
and total auxiliary consumption (Paux,tot) [kW] as inputs and outputs the AC grid power
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(Pgrid) [kW]. The AC grid power is the total power exchanged with the distribution grid
and it is calculated as follows:

Pgrid = Pinv,AC + Paux,tot (3.22)

Where Paux,tot is a negative value. Pgrid is limited to ± 43.47 kW as explained in Section
2.1, which means that the power setpoint for the inverter needs to account for the auxiliary
consumption, so as to not exceed the grid limitations. This is because the AC auxiliary
consumption bypasses the inverter as shown in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Single line diagram showing where Pgrid, Pinv,AC and Paux,tot are measured.

3.9 Busbar system model
In this section, the busbar system model from Figure 3.1 is elaborated on. This model
represents the physical busbar system that connects the DC microgrid components (EV1,
EV2, PV and inverter) to the battery dual strings. Figure 3.13 shows a connection diagram
of the busbar system.

Figure 3.13: Connection diagram of the busbar system.

Each DC microgrid component has its own dedicated DC bus (EV1, EV2, PV and inverter),
where each battery dual string can be connected through a switch [7]. The switch has five
possible configurations - it can connect a battery dual string to EV1, EV2, PV or inverter,
or disconnect the battery. The configuration of the switch is controlled by the string signals
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S1, S2 and S3, which are set by the EMS algorithm. String signal S1 controls battery
dual string 1, S2 controls battery dual string 2 and S3 controls battery dual string 3. The
string signals S1, S2 and S3 can take the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, which corresponds to the
configurations EV1, EV2, PV, inverter and disconnected respectively. This is summarised
in Table 3.1.

Signal value Configuration
1 EV1
2 EV2
3 PV
4 Inverter
5 Disconnected

Table 3.1: String signal values and their corresponding configuration.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, only one component can be connected to a battery dual string
at a time. Therefore, the EMS needs to ensure, for instance, that both S1 and S2 cannot
have the value 1 at the same time (both connected to EV1). However, S2 and S3 are
allowed to have the value 5 at the same time, which just indicates that both battery dual
strings are disconnected. The signal values for the current setup shown in Figure 3.13 are:

• S1 = 1
• S2 = 3
• S3 = 5

Which means that battery dual string 1 is connected to EV1, battery dual string 2 is
connected to PV, and battery dual string 3 is disconnected.

3.10 State of charge protection model
The state of charge protection model shown in Figure 3.1 consists of three sub SOC
protection models, one for each battery dual string. These models are identical and receive
the respective SOC as input and output a protection signal (Prot1, Prot2 and Prot3).
The protection signal can either be 1 (protection activated) or 0 (protection not activated)
and this signal is sent to the EMS block. The EMS block disconnects the respective battery
dual string if it receives a protection signal that is equal to 1.

The purpose of the SOC protection is to avoid operating the battery outside its safe
operation range. Failing to do this can lead to permanent damage of the battery, or in
worst case, cause a fire. The upper and lower SOC levels used are 0.9 pu and 0.1 pu
respectively. This gives an extra safety margin in terms of over- and under-charging the
battery and helps to extend the lifetime of the battery. However, this reduces the effective
energy capacity of the battery by 20%. The SOC protection logic for battery dual string 1
is shown below:

Prot1 =


1 if (SOC1i ≥ 0.9 and SOC1i > SOC1(i−1))
1 if (SOC1i ≤ 0.1 and SOC1i < SOC1(i−1))
0 Otherwise
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This means that the protection signal is 1 when the upper SOC limit is reached and the
SOC continues to increase, or when the lower SOC limit is reached and the SOC continues
to decrease. The reason for adding the condition of the SOC increasing/decreasing
is to avoid disconnecting the battery if the SOC is above/below the SOC limits and
discharging/charging respectively. Figure 3.14 shows the block diagram of the SOC
protection for battery dual string 1.

Figure 3.14: Block diagram of SOC protection for battery dual string 1.

3.11 Energy management system model
In this section the EMS model is elaborated on. It receives the three SOCs (SOC1, SOC2
and SOC3), the three protection signals (Prot1, Prot2 and Prot3) and the PV forecast
(PVforecast) as inputs, and outputs the string signals (S1, S2 and S3) and the power setpoint
for the inverter (Pset,pu,AC). It consists of a sub-model (power setpoint for inverter) and
two MATLAB functions (Optimal string signal function and Main EMS function).

3.11.1 Power setpoint for inverter

The model for the power setpoint for the inverter consists of several sub-models so that it is
easier to comprehend. The power setpoint for the inverter [pu] is calculated in each iteration
in the simulation, and sent to the main EMS function. The main EMS function then
updates the inverter setpoint depending on different conditions, so that it does not stress
the system unnecessarily. A block diagram of the inverter power setpoint model including
sub-models is shown in Figure 3.15. Each of the sub-models and their functionality is
explained briefly in the upcoming sections.

Figure 3.15: Conceptual block diagram of inverter power setpoint model including sub-
models.
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SOC battery dual string model

The main functionality of this model is to output the SOC measurement [pu] of the battery
dual string connected to the inverter at the moment. This SOC measurement is then
sent to the droop controller model, where it is decided if the battery dual string should
exchange energy with the grid. The output of the model (SOCpu) is determined from the
following logic:

SOCpu =



SOC1 if S1 = 4
SOC2 if S2 = 4
SOC3 if S3 = 4
0 Otherwise

Where S1, S2 and S3 are the string signals that decide which component the respective
battery dual string is connected to. If S1 is equal to 4, it means that battery dual string 1
is connected to the inverter as explained in Section 3.9.

Droop controller model

The droop controller model receives the SOC [pu] measurement (SOCpu) and SOC [pu]
reference (SOCpu_ref ) as inputs and outputs the inverter power setpoint [pu] (Psetpu)
and SOC measurement. It is a proportional controller and its characteristics is described
by the following Equation:

SOCpu = Kdroop · Psetpu + SOCpu_ref (3.23)

Where Kdroop determines the slope and SOCpu_ref describes the interception point of the
droop characteristic and the vertical axis at Psetpu = 0. The inverter power setpoint is
calculated as follows:

Psetpu = SOCpu − SOCpu_ref

Kdroop
(3.24)

Figure 3.16 shows the droop characteristic for Kdroop = 0.2 and SOCpu_ref = 0.5 pu. If the
measured SOC of the battery dual string connected to the inverter is equal to the reference
SOC then the inverter power setpoint is 0 pu. As the measured SOC increases above the
reference SOC, the inverter power setpoint is increased in the positive direction (exporting
energy into the grid). As the measured SOC is below the reference SOC, the inverter power
setpoint is negative (importing energy from the grid). Choosing a SOC reference of 0.5 pu
ensures that the battery dual strings are capable of harvesting PV energy or delivering
EV energy depending on the operation required by the system. Furthermore, it also helps
reduce e.g. calendar ageing as storing LFP cells at higher SOC levels accelerate ageing as
explained in Section 2.6. However, if e.g. more energy is requested by EVs compared to
the PV production, the SOC reference can be increased to meet this demand. Choosing a
droop constant of 0.2 ensures that the controller is relatively aggressive as the inverter
power setpoint is at its maximum (1 pu) for SOCpu = 0.7 pu and above.
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Figure 3.16: Droop characteristic of controller for Kdroop = 0.2 and SOCref = 0.5 pu.

Dead band model

The dead band model receives Psetpu, SOCpu and SOClow_lim as inputs and outputs
Psetpu_db. Two different dead bands are implemented inside this model and they can be
activated as pleased. The first dead band is based on the inverter power setpoint Psetpu

and is always activated for simulations in this project. The following logic for the inverter
power setpoint dead band is used:

Psetpu_db =

0 if Psetpu < 0.015 pu and Psetpu > −0.015 pu
Psetpu Otherwise

If the inverter power setpoint is in the range 0% ± 1.5% (approximately ± 1 kW) then it
is set to 0 pu instead, otherwise it is kept at the original value. The main reason for using
the dead band is to reduce inverter losses, since these are very significant at low power
throughput, as explained in Section 3.5.

The second dead band is based on the SOC measurement of the battery dual string
connected to the inverter at the moment (SOCpu). The following logic for the SOC dead
band is used:

Psetpu_db =

0 if SOCpu < 0.7 pu and SOCpu > 0.5 pu
Psetpu Otherwise

The inverter power setpoint is set to 0 pu if the measured SOC is between 0.5 pu and
0.7 pu, otherwise it is unchanged. This makes the inverter more passive in the sense that
it effectively stops exporting energy until the SOC level reaches 0.7 pu. Using an upper
SOC limit of 0.7 ensures that the batteries are not too full to harvest more PV energy if
necessary.

PV forecast model

The idea behind using a PV forecast model is to make the system smarter in terms of
reducing the amount of energy exchanged with the grid, especially the amount of imported
energy. This can be achieved by using a SOC dead band lower limit which has a smaller
value that the SOC reference. However, doing this can decrease system performance in
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certain cases when PV production is low. If, for example, a SOC dead band lower limit of
0.3 pu is used in a low PV production scenario, there might not be enough energy in the
batteries to satisfy the EV charging needs. This is because the inverter only recharges the
battery dual strings to 0.3 pu and since the harvested PV energy is small, the SOC will not
increase much further. When PV production is high, the SOC will naturally increase faster
hence the inverter becomes less important for recharging the batteries after a finished EV
charge.

The PV forecast is therefore used to create a dynamic lower limit for the SOC dead band
model. The approach is to keep the lower limit unchanged at 0.5 pu for low PV production
forecasts and decrease it for high PV production forecasts, in order to import less energy
in these cases. For this a proportional controller is used, which outputs the dynamic
lower SOC dead band limit SOClow_lim [pu] as a function of the one hour ahead ideal PV
forecast PVforecast [kW]. The controller characteristic is defined as:

SOClow_lim = a · PVforecast + b (3.25)

Where a and b are calculated as follows:

a = y2 − y1
x2 − x1

= 0.3− 0.5
43.7− 8.1 = −0.0056 (3.26)

b = y1 − a · x1 = 0.5− (−0.0056) · 8.1 = 0.5455 (3.27)

Y and x represent SOClow_lim and PVforecast respectively. Lower and upper saturation
is implemented, so when the PVforecast is 8.1 kW or lower, SOClow_lim is 0.5 pu. When
PVforecast is 43.7 kW or higher, SOClow_lim is 0.3 pu. The lower and upper values for
PVforecast are based on the mean peak value for November 2018 and June 2018 respectively
from the actual measured PV data shown in Table 2.2. The controller characteristic is
shown in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17: Proportional controller for dynamic lower SOC dead band limit.

Dynamic saturation model

The dynamic saturation model receives Psetpu_db as input and outputs Psetpu_db_sat,
which has its upper and lower limits saturated. This is needed since the power setpoint for
the inverter has to account for the auxiliary consumption (Paux,tot), so the maximum grid
power is not exceeded as mentioned in Section 3.8. The inverter rating is 66 kW and the
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maximum grid power is 43.47 kW. If the inverter power setpoint is e.g. 1 pu (66 kW) then
the fuse at the grid connection will blow, which needs to be prevented. The upper and
lower limits are calculated for an example with 2 kW auxiliary consumption:

Psetpu_up = Pgrid,rat − Paux,tot

Pinv,rat
= 43.47− (−2)

66 = 0.689 pu (3.28)

Psetpu_lo = −Pgrid,rat − Paux,tot

Pinv,rat
= −43.47− (−2)

66 = −0.628 pu (3.29)

In the case of 2 kW auxiliary consumption the upper and lower limits of the inverter power
setpoint are 0.689 pu (45.47 kW) and -0.628 pu (-41.47 kW) respectively. The upper limit is
relevant when exporting energy to the grid. Here the inverter setpoint can be higher than
the grid rating since the auxiliary system can be powered through the inverter. The lower
limit is for the case of importing energy. In this case, the inverter setpoint needs a lower
absolute value than the grid rating since some of the grid power has to power the auxiliaries.
Figure 3.18 shows the block diagram of the dynamic saturation model. The upper and
lower limits are calculated for each time-step in the simulation. The "Dynamic saturation
block" then saturates the input signal Psetpu_db to get the output signal Psetpu_db_sat.

Figure 3.18: Block diagram of dynamic saturation model.

3.11.2 Optimal string signal function

The purpose of the optimal string signal function is to deciding what the best connection
configurations between components and battery dual strings are. Therefore, the function
outputs the optimal string signals (Sopt,1, Sopt,2 and Sopt,3) each iteration, which are sent
to the main EMS function. The optimal string signal function is created using a MATLAB
function in Simulink, which allows for programming the functionality in MATLAB code
rather than using block diagrams.

A flowchart describing how the algorithm determines the optimal string signals each time
step is shown in Figure 3.19. The algorithm is designed to fulfil the EMS objectives, while
considering each components purpose listed in Table 2.5, and ensuring an overall energy
balance in the DC microgrid. This means connecting the PV to a battery dual string with
a low SOC level and connecting the EV to a battery dual string with a high SOC level.
The inverter is more flexible and is used to get the SOC level of the connected battery
dual string back to the reference SOC. Deciding which battery dual string the inverter is
connected to is therefore depending on the situation.
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Figure 3.19: Top level flowchart of optimal string signal function.

It starts by declaring and updating variables that will be used in the function. Then, it
generates the SOC matrix, which is a 2x3 matrix with the following information:

SOCmat =
(

1 2 3
SOC1 SOC2 SOC3

)

Where each column contains information of one battery dual string. The first row represents
the battery dual string numbers and the second row represents the SOC of the battery
dual strings. Only battery dual strings in the SOC matrix are allowed to be connected to
a different unit. Therefore, when a battery dual string is restricted to a certain unit, it
will be removed from the SOC matrix until it is allowed to be connected to a different unit
again. This is important as a battery dual string cannot be changed while charging an EV
as explained in Section 2.2.

Next, the algorithm checks if an EV is connected and not charging already. If e.g. EV1
is connected and not charging it will be assigned to the the battery dual string with the
highest SOC in the SOC matrix. Connecting the EV to the battery dual string with the
highest SOC has the best chance of fully satisfying the charging request. If battery dual
string 2 has the highest SOC then its corresponding string signal Sopt,2 is set to 1, which
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represents EV1 as shown in Table 3.1. The SOC matrix is then updated by removing the
column of battery string 2:

SOCmat =
(

1 3
SOC1 SOC3

)

Now only battery dual string 1 and 3 are available to be connected to the remaining units
(last EV charger, PV or inverter).

After this the algorithm checks if an EV has finished charging. If so, it disconnects the EV
from the connected battery dual string by setting the respective string signal to 5. Then it
updates the SOC matrix by concatenating a column containing information of the said
battery dual string.

Next step is disconnecting all battery dual strings in the SOC matrix. This ensures that
several battery dual strings cannot be assigned to the same unit later. Then the algorithm
checks if there is any PV production.

If there is PV production, it checks if two EVs are connected and charging. If this is the
case, the last available battery dual string will be connected to the PV, by setting the
string signal to 3. If two EVs are not connected and charging (meaning either one or zero
EV is connected and charging) then the inverter is assigned to the battery dual string with
the highest absolute deviating SOC from the SOC reference of the droop controller. This
ensures that the system gets back to the reference SOC as fast as possible. Furthermore,
the PV is assigned to an available battery dual string with the lowest SOC.

If there is no PV production it checks if one or two EV(s) are charging. If so, the inverter
is assigned to the battery dual string with the lowest SOC, by setting the string signal to
4. This ensures that energy is imported from the grid, which is vital since EV(s) consume
energy and there is no PV production. If no EV is charging then the inverter is assigned
to the battery dual string with the highest deviating SOC to get this back to the SOC
reference as fast as possible. Finally the algorithm terminates and then restarts for the
next iteration.

3.11.3 Main EMS function

The main EMS function receives the optimal string signals (Sopt,1, Sopt,2 and Sopt,3), the
optimal power setpoint for the inverter (Psetpu,db,sat) and the protection signals (Prot1,
Prot2 and Prot3) as inputs. The function outputs the string signals (S1, S2 and S3)
to the busbar system and the power setpoint for the inverter (Pset,pu,AC). A top level
flowchart of the main EMS algorithm is shown in Figure 3.20. The function is called each
time step and initially it declares and updates the variables that will be used.
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Figure 3.20: Top level flowchart of main EMS function.

The next step is to check if the update condition is true. If so, the string signals (S1, S2
and S3) and the power setpoint for the inverter (Pset,pu,AC) are updated. The update
conditions are as follows:

• Each 15 minutes
• When EV1 or EV2 starts charging
• When EV1 or EV2 stops charging
• When auxiliary consumption changes

The reason for not updating the string signals and power setpoint each iteration is to
reduce the strain on the system. Therefore, the optimal string signal function and the
droop controller model finds the optimal values each iteration, but the EMS function only
updates them when needed. The values are updated every 15 minutes to ensure that
system settings are continuously updated as SOC levels change etc. Furthermore, the
values are updated whenever an EV starts or stops charging, so the users do not have to
wait. Lastly, the inverter power setpoint is updated whenever the auxiliary consumption
has changed, as the inverter needs to account for this at all times.

Afterwards, the algorithm checks if one or more of the SOC protection signals (Prot1, Prot2
and Prot3) is equal to 1 (meaning SOC protection is needed). If so, the corresponding
battery dual string is disconnected by setting its string signal equal to 5. This operation
is executed last in the algorithm so it overwrites the updated string signals. Lastly, the
algorithm terminates and starts over again in the next time step.
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3.11.4 EMS strategies

In this section, different EMS strategies considered in the analysis are elaborated on.
Each EMS strategy is evaluated to ensure that the EMS objectives are fulfilled in a
satisfactory manner. Furthermore, the strategies are compared to see how they affect the
overall performance of the DC system. All the implemented strategies are using the same
algorithms for simplicity, but differ in parameter settings. Furthermore, all three strategies
are using the dead band based on the inverter power setpoint to limit inverter losses as
explained in Section 3.11.1.

Strategy 1 - SOC target (0.5 pu)

The first EMS strategy is based on an active SOC controller with a SOC target of 0.5 pu.
The idea of the strategy is to always force the SOC of the battery dual string connected to
the inverter to 0.5 pu SOC. This way the battery dual strings are always in state where
they can either be connected to an EV or the PV since they are not empty or full.

Strategy 2 - SOC dead band (0.5 pu and 0.7 pu)

The second EMS strategy builds on-top of the first one, but with the addition of the SOC
dead band as described in Section 3.11.1. The goal is to reduce the grid energy exchange
while still fulfilling the EMS objectives. The lower and upper limits for the SOC dead
band are 0.5 pu and 0.7 pu respectively. This ensures that harvested PV energy is not
exported into the grid before the SOC level reach 0.7 pu. Therefore, the energy is kept
inside the DC microgrid for later use when there is an EVs charging demand.

Strategy 3 - SOC dead band using PV forecast (dynamic and 0.7 pu)

The third EMS strategy tries to improve on the second one by implementing a dynamic
lower limit for the SOC dead band. This lower limit is based on the one hour ahead PV
forecast as explained in Section 3.11.1. The goal of the strategy is to further reduce the
grid energy exchange, especially the amount of imported energy. The dynamic lower limit
for the SOC dead band is between 0.3 pu and 0.5 pu depending on the PV forecast.

3.12 Summary
In this chapter, the modelling approach of the DC microgrid and its components is
explained. Initially, a system model overview is given which shows all sub-model and their
interconnection both on the power and control level. The battery system model consists of
an internal loss and SOC model. The internal loss model is based on a provided efficiency
lookup table that output the battery efficiency as a function of the battery power. The
SOC model is based on the "Coulomb counting method" but by integrating power instead
of current to get the resulting energy. Three PV and EV scenarios are defined based on
the analysis in Chapter 2 which represents low, medium and high scenarios. The inverter
model is also based on a provided efficiency lookup table and is shown to have significantly
lower efficiencies at low power throughput.
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Two important outputs of the thermal model are temperature dynamics of zones in the
container, and auxiliary power consumption of the thermal management, control and
monitoring components. Temperatures are modelled based on heat balance equations
and auxiliary power consumption of components are based on e.g. their control logic and
ratings. Provided component data from NSS is used to calculate parameters essential to
model the thermal system. The grid connection model is briefly introduced and it is shown
how the inverter has to account for the auxiliary power consumption. Furthermore, the
busbar model is explained. This model described the logic that connects the DC microgrid
components to the battery dual strings. The SOC protection model is implemented to
prevent the batteries from being over/under charged, in case the EMS does not successfully
operate the batteries within acceptable limits (0.1 pu SOC to 0.9 pu SOC).

The EMS model consists of three sub-models: a model of power setpoint for the inverter
and two MATLAB functions containing algorithms. The power setpoint for the inverter
model consists of five sub-models. One that output the SOC of the battery dual string
connected to the inverter, a droop controller model, a PV forecast model, a dead band
model and a dynamic saturation model that limits the upper and lower operation of the
inverter. The optimal string signal function contains the algorithm that output the optimal
battery dual string connections. The main EMS function updates the battery dual string
connections and power setpoint for the inverter based on several operational conditions.
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4
LABORATORY VALIDATION OF

INVERTER EFFICIENCY

It is important to validate the built models against existing models, data from real-life
measurements, experiments etc. as mentioned in the beginning of Section 3. The full demo
setup is not available for lab testing as it is still under development. However, a setup
with the same battery technology but of 1/3 of the size of the demo setup, located in
electric laboratory in PowerLabDK at DTU is available for testing. This setup contains
one battery dual string, which is connected to the power grid through a three-phase 33 kW
Converdan inverter. This inverter is the same type that will be installed in the final demo
setup.

4.1 Test case & test setup
The goal of this lab test is to validate the implemented inverter efficiency characteristics
from Section 3.5, against experimental measurements. The inverter lab test setup is shown
in Figure 4.1. NSS BESS containing the inverter under test is connected to the power grid
through the labcell. The inverter efficiency is tested for power flows in both directions -
from grid to BESS and from BESS to grid. Furthermore, it is tested for the full power
range of 33 kW to -33 kW in steps. At each step, the AC RMS phase voltages and currents
and DC voltage and current are measured. The AC quantities are measured between the
labcell and NSS BESS using a DEIF MIC-2 MKII meter. The DC quantities are measured
internally in NSS BEES using NSS’s own measurement equipment. The NSS BESS is a
closed system, which only NSS can access, therefore it has not been possible to install
other DC measurement equipment internally in the system. The PC is used as an interface
to NSS BESS. This can be used to control the inverter power setpoint on the AC side, and
extract the DC measurements.

Figure 4.1: Inverter efficiency lab test setup.
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The AC and DC power are calculated for each step in the following way:

PAC = V 1AC · I1AC + V 2AC · I2AC + V 3AC · I3AC (4.1)

Where PAC is the AC three phase active power [W]. V 1AC , V 2AC and V 3AC [V] are RMS
phase voltage 1, 2 and 3 respectively. I1AC , I2AC and I3AC [A] are RMS phase current 1,
2 and 3 respectively.

PDC = VDC · IDC (4.2)

Where PDC is the DC power [W]. VDC [V] and IDC [A] are the DC voltage and DC current
respectively. The inverter efficiency (η) is calculated for each step as the output to input
ratio of the power multiplied by 100%.

η = Pout

Pin
· 100% (4.3)

When discharging the battery into the grid (positive power) the power input is the DC
power, therefore η is calculated as:

ηdischarge = PAC

PDC
· 100% (4.4)

When charging the battery from the grid (negative power) the power input is the AC
power, therefore η is calculated as:

ηcharge = PDC

PAC
· 100% (4.5)

4.2 Test results
The test measurements are shown in Table 4.1. Each row represents a step with a certain
inverter power setpoint on the AC side. The measurements are taken after approximately
10 seconds at each step to ensure the voltages has stabilised first. Table 4.2 shows the AC
and DC power calculations and the efficiency.

Initially the power setpoint is 33 kW and the efficiency is 98.57%. This is slightly higher
than the implemented efficiency, which is 97.8% at full rated power. As the power setpoint
decreases the efficiency increases and at Pset,AC = 20 kW the efficiency is 100.88%. This
means that the input power is lower than the output power (20.112 kW and 20.288 kW
respectively), which is not physically possible. This situations only gets worse as the
power setpoint is reduced and at Pset,AC = 2 kW, the efficiency is 146.92%. Figure 4.2
shows the calculated inverter efficiency plotted as a function of the power setpoint. Two
steps are removed from the data (Pset,AC = 25 kW and Pset,AC = -25 kW) due to missing
measurements.

Figure 4.3 shows the calculated inverter efficiency plot, but zoomed in around efficiencies
of 95% to 150%. Here, it clearly shows that for power setpoint between -20 kW and 20 kW
the efficiency increase above 100%, which is very alarming.
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PsetAC IDC VDC I1AC I2AC I3AC V 1AC V 2AC V 3AC

[W ] [A] [V ] [A] [A] [A] [V ] [V ] [V ]
33000 42.4 800.9 46.6 46.8 46.6 238.8 240.1 239.2
31000 39.9 799.4 43.7 43.9 43.7 239.0 240.2 239.4
29000 37.2 799.4 41.0 41.1 40.9 239.0 240.0 239.7
20000 25.1 800.0 28.2 28.3 28.2 239.4 240.6 239.6
15000 18.5 799.0 21.1 21.2 21.1 239.6 240.7 239.6
10000 12.0 799.4 14.0 14.0 14.0 239.6 240.8 239.6
5000 5.4 801.3 6.8 6.8 6.8 239.6 240.8 239.5
2000 1.6 801.0 2.5 2.6 2.5 239.7 240.8 239.5

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-2000 -3.5 798.5 -3.3 -3.3 -3.3 238.3 239.7 238.5
-5000 -7.4 798.8 -7.6 -7.6 -7.6 238.4 239.5 238.8
-10000 -13.6 801.1 -14.8 -14.8 -14.8 237.8 239.1 238.3
-15000 -20.0 800.0 -22.1 -22.2 -22.1 237.4 238.6 237.5
-20000 -26.2 800.2 -29.5 -29.5 -29.5 237.1 238.5 237.2
-29000 -37.4 801.7 -42.8 -42.9 -42.8 236.1 237.4 236.5
-31000 -40.0 799.6 -45.4 -46.0 -45.4 235.1 236.5 235.4
-33000 -42.4 800.9 -49.0 -49.1 -49.0 235.3 236.5 235.4

Table 4.1: Inverter lab test results. PsetAC [W] is the AC inverter power setpoint. DC
current [A] and voltage [V] measurements. Three phase AC RMS current [A] and voltage
[A] measurements.

PsetAC PDC PAC Efficiency
[W ] [W ] [W ] [%]

33000 33998.20 33513.09 98.57
31000 31896.06 31463.36 98.64
29000 29713.70 29455.97 99.13
20000 20112.00 20288.34 100.88
15000 14813.46 15214.36 102.71
10000 9592.80 10055.42 104.82
5000 4351.06 4902.94 112.68
2000 1249.56 1835.85 146.92

0 0.00 0.00 0.00
-2000 -2826.69 -2361.99 119.67
-5000 -5871.18 -5439.64 107.93
-10000 -10886.95 -10611.85 102.59
-15000 -15960.00 -15787.85 101.09
-20000 -20957.24 -21015.58 99.72
-29000 -29943.50 -30418.69 98.44
-31000 -31976.00 -32240.64 99.18
-33000 -33974.18 -34665.59 98.01

Table 4.2: Inverter lab test results. PsetAC [W] is the AC inverter power setpoint. DC
power [W] and AC power [W] calculations. Efficiency calculation [%].
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Figure 4.2: Inverter efficiency lab test results plotted. Inverter efficiency [%] as a function
of inverter power setpoint [kW].

Figure 4.3: Inverter efficiency lab test results zoomed in around efficiency of 95% to 150%.
Inverter efficiency [%] as a function of inverter power setpoint [kW].

Since the results are not physically possible, the measurement equipment is checked to
find the cause for the problem. The AC measurements from DEIF MIC-2 MKII are
validated by comparing them to measurement from an ABB meter located in the labcell.
This comparison shows that DEIF MIC-2 MKII and the ABB meter measure the same
voltage and current values (within the margin of error). However, the DC measurement
cannot be validated as there is no access to the internal equipment in the BESS. The DC
voltage measurement is always around 800 V, but as the power setpoint decreases, the
efficiency increases (thus also the error). This could imply that the current sensors are not
properly designed to measure lower currents in this range. Therefore, the test case using
the present setup cannot be used to validate the inverter efficiency implemented in this
project. The internal DC measurement is simply not accurate enough, and NSS should
consider installing other equipment in the final demo setup, if reliable DC measurements
are needed.
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5 SIMULATION RESULTS

In this chapter, the performance metrics used to evaluate system and component
performance are introduced. Subsequently, three main study cases are simulated and
analysed to showcase the system and evaluate performance of the three EMS strategies.

5.1 Performance metrics
In this section, performance metrics are elaborated on. These are used to evaluate how
well the system performs during the study cases for different scenarios and EMS strategies.
They describe to what degree the EMS objectives and component purposes are satisfied.

EV chargers’ performance metric

The EV chargers’ purpose is to satisfy vehicles’ charging needs. When an EV connects, it
is coupled to an available battery dual string with the highest SOC. If the EV requests to
charge 30 kWh and the battery can only deliver 20 kWh before reaching 0.1 pu SOC (and
therefore being disconnected), then the remaining 10 kWh is not delivered. This means
that the EV chargers’ purpose is only fully satisfied when all the requested energy can
be delivered to the EV. Therefore, the performance metric in absolute terms for the EV
chargers’ is calculated as the difference between requested energy [kWh] and delivered
energy [kWh]:

EEV,dif = EEV,req − EEV,del (5.1)

Additionally, the percent deviation between the requested energy and delivered energy is
calculated:

EEV,pDev =
∣∣∣∣∣EEV,del − EEV,req

EEV,req

∣∣∣∣∣ · 100% (5.2)

PV performance metric

The PV’s purpose is to maximise generated energy. This is fully achieved, if the PV is
connected to a battery dual string that is not fully charged during hours of available
solar energy. If the PV cannot be connected to a battery dual string that is not fully
charged, it is disconnected instead. This means that produced solar energy is lost instead of
being harvested, which is not a desired situation. The PV performance metric is therefore
calculated as the difference between the produced solar energy [kWh] and the actual
harvested solar energy [kWh]:

EP V,dif = EP V,prod − EP V,harv (5.3)
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The percent deviation between the produced energy and harvested energy is calculated as
follows:

EP V,pDev =
∣∣∣∣∣EP V,harv − EP V,prod

EEV,prod

∣∣∣∣∣ · 100% (5.4)

Battery ageing

In this section, battery ageing performance metrics are calculated. The first one is battery
cycles. One cycle is defined as a full charge from 0 pu SOC to 1 pu SOC and a full discharge
from 1 pu SOC to 0 pu SOC. It does not necessarily have to be in one go, so charging
from 0.5 pu SOC to 1 pu SOC and discharging from 1 pu SOC to 0.5 pu SOC twice will
also result in one cycle. Cycle life of a battery is the number of charge/discharge cycles
that a battery can undergo before its capacity falls below 80%, which normally happens
after 1000-1200 cycles for Li-ion [33]. Therefore, cycles can be used as an indicator of the
battery’s performance and expected life time. The number of cycles for battery dual string
1 as a function of time is calculated as follows:

Bat1cycles(t) = 1h
EC · 3600s · 2 ·

∫ t

0
|Pbat,int(t)| · dt (5.5)

Where the absolute value of the instantaneous internal power [kW] is integrated to get the
total energy exchanged by the battery [kJ]. This is divided by 3600 to convert it to [kWh].
Dividing the total energy exchanged [kWh] by the rated energy capacity [kWh] results in
the total SOC [pu] exchanged by the battery. Dividing this by 2 results in the number of
cycles since one cycle is a full charge and a full discharge. The total number of battery
cycles as a function of time is calculated as follows:

Batcycle,tot(t) = Bat1cycle(t) +Bat2cycle(t) +Bat3cycle(t) (5.6)

Other factors that are relevant in terms of battery ageing are temperature and SOC
levels as explained in Section 2.6. Therefore, combined minimum, average and maximum
temperatures for all three battery dual strings are calculated:

Tin,min = Tin1,min + Tin2,min + Tin3,min

3 (5.7)

Tin,avg = Tin1,avg + Tin2,avg + Tin3,avg

3 (5.8)

Tin,max = Tin1,max + Tin2,max + Tin3,max

3 (5.9)

The same calculation method is used to calculate the combined minimum, average and
maximum SOC values for all thee battery dual strings SOCmin, SOCavg and SOCmax.

Grid energy exchange

When evaluating system performance it is important to consider energy exchange with the
grid. Unnecessary energy exchange introduces extra losses in the inverter and batteries.
Furthermore, as the DC microgrid has local PV production it is of great interest to
utilise this locally rather than exporting it to the grid. The exported and imported grid
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energy [kWh] are calculated by integrating the exported and imported grid power (kW)
respectively:

Egrid,exp(t) = 1h
3600s ·

∫ t

0
Pgrid,exp(t) · dt (5.10)

Egrid,imp(t) = 1h
3600s ·

∫ t

0
Pgrid,imp(t) · dt (5.11)

The grid energy [kWh] balance is the sum of exported and imported grid energy:

Egrid,bal(t) = Egrid,exp(t) + Egrid,imp(t) (5.12)

This can sum up to 0 kWh if the exported and imported energy are equal in size as they
have opposite sign. The total amount of energy exchanged with the grid is the sum of the
absolute values of exported and imported grid energy:

Egrid,tot(t) = |Egrid,exp(t)|+ |Egrid,imp(t)| (5.13)

Auxiliary energy consumption

The total auxiliary energy [kWh] consumption is also important to consider as it is needed
to supply components inside the DC microgrid. However, it is regarded as losses because
the energy is consumed locally. The total auxiliary energy consumption is calculated by
integrating the total auxiliary power [kW] consumption:

Eaux,tot(t) = 1h
3600s ·

∫ t

0
Paux,tot(t) · dt (5.14)

Battery & inverter energy losses

Battery and inverter energy [kWh] losses are important performance metrics when
evaluating component and system performance. The total energy lost in battery dual
string 1 is calculated as follows:

Ebat1,loss(t) = 1h
3600s ·

∫ t

0
Pbat1,loss(t) · dt (5.15)

Where the total energy lost in the battery at time = t is the integration of the battery
power [kW] losses from Equation 3.3 from time = 0 to time = t, divided by 3600. The
total energy lost in the inverter is calculated as:

Einv,loss(t) = 1h
3600s ·

∫ t

0
Pinv,loss(t) · dt (5.16)

Where the inverter power losses are the difference between the DC and the AC inverter
power, as explained in Section 3.5. The total energy lost in all battery dual strings is:

Ebat,loss(t) = Ebat1,loss(t) + Ebat2,loss(t) + Ebat3,loss(t) (5.17)

Finally, the total energy lost in the system is:

Esys,loss(t) = Ebat,loss(t) + Einv,loss(t) (5.18)
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System & component energy efficiencies

Efficiency [%] is a performance metric that describes how well a given system or component
utilised its amount of input to achieve the highest amount of output. In this case, the
input and output are energy and the general formula is:

η =
(
output energy

input energy

)
· 100% (5.19)

The inverter energy efficiency can be calculated by dividing total energy output by its
total energy input, multiplied by 100%. However, the inverter is bi-directional so the input
and output changes depending on the direction of power flow. When energy is imported
from the grid, the AC side is the input and the DC side is the output. When energy is
exported to the grid, the DC side is the input and the AC side is the output. The inverter
efficiency [%] is calculated as follows:

ηinv =
(
Einv,exp,AC + |Einv,imp,DC |
Einv,exp,DC + |Einv,imp,AC |

)
· 100% (5.20)

Where Einv,exp,AC and Einv,exp,DC is the total exported energy [kWh] measured on the AC
and DC side respectively. Einv,imp,AC and Einv,imp,DC is the total imported energy [kWh]
measured on the AC and DC side respectively. Absolute values are used for the imported
energy, as they are negative values.

The battery energy efficiency [%] is the combined efficiency of the three battery dual strings.
It is calculated by dividing the total energy output of the battery dual strings by the total
energy input.

ηbat =
(
Ebat1,out + Ebat2,out + Ebat3,out

|Ebat1,in + Ebat2,in + Ebat3,in|

)
· 100% (5.21)

Where Ebat1,out, Ebat2,out and Ebat3,out are the energy [kWh] output of battery dual string
1, 2 and 3 respectively. Ebat1,in, Ebat2,in and Ebat3,in are the energy [kWh] input of battery
dual string 1, 2 and 3 respectively. It is important that the SOC levels of the battery dual
strings are equal, at the beginning and end of the energy measurement to obtain correct
results.

This is also the case for the system energy efficiency, which describes the efficiency of the
system as a whole. It is the total output energy divided by the total input energy. There are
three way of exchanging energy with the DC microgrid- through the grid, through PV or
EV chargers. The PV and EV chargers are uni-directional, while the grid is bi-directional.
Hence, the output energies are the delivered EV energy and exported grid energy. The
input energies are the harvested PV energy and imported grid energy. The system energy
efficiency [%] is calculated as follows:

ηsys =
(

EEV,del + Egrid,exp

|EP V,harv + Egrid,imp|

)
· 100% (5.22)

Where EEV,del and Egrid,exp are the delivered EV energy [kWh] and exported grid energy
[kWh] respectively. EP V,harv and Egrid,imp harvested PV energy [kWh] and imported grid
energy [kWh] respectively.
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5.2 Study case 1: Introducing the system
Study case 1 serves as an introduction to the modelled system. Additionally, sub-cases are
performed to validate whether the EMS objectives and algorithm requirements listed in
Table 2.5 are in compliance. Study case 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 utilises the same PV and EV
scenarios and EMS strategy in order to better compare the results across the study cases.
The following PV and EV scenarios and EMS strategy settings are used:

• Medium PV production scenario
• Medium EV penetration scenarios
• EMS strategy 1 - SOC target (0.5 pu)

Where the medium PV production scenario uses the real-life date from the third week of
September 2018 as explained in Section 3.3.1. However, in order to showcase the system,
only the first day of the said week is simulated. EMS strategy 1 is used, which is based on
SOC controller with a target SOC of 0.5 pu. This controller tries to force the SOC of all
battery dual strings to 0.5 pu at all times, to ensure that the dual strings are ready to
be connected to either the PV or an EV, as described in Section 3.11.4. The medium EV
penetration scenarios for both EV1 and EV2 consists of three charging events daily, each
of 30.24 kWh at 110.9 kW as explained in Section 3.4.1.

5.2.1 Study case 1.1: Fulfilment of power & energy needs

In this study case, the objective of the EMS in terms of fulfilling power and energy needs
is investigated. In the top sub-plot of Figure 5.1 the EV power [kW] penetration scenarios
for the two chargers, and the PV production [kW] scenarios as a function of time in hours
are shown. The area under the graphs represents the total energy for the EV charging
scenarios and PV production scenarios respectively. The bottom sub-plot shows the three
SOCs [pu] (SOC1, SOC2 and SOC3) and the average SOC [pu] as a function of time [h].
Both the PV and EV power are plotted with a positive sign (even though PV power is
negative in the simulation), to compare them more easily.

The initial SOC of battery dual string 1, 2 and 3 are 0.9 pu, 0.6 pu and 0.3 pu respectively.
The control logic follows the flowchart shown in Figure 3.19. At time = 0 h there is no
PV production or EV consumption and therefore the battery dual string with the highest
absolute deviating SOC from the reference SOCref = 0.5 pu is connected to the inverter.
The SOC of battery dual string 1 (blue graph) decrease rapidly by exporting excess energy
into the grid. At time = 0.5 h, battery dual string 3 (red graph) has the highest deviating
SOC from the reference and therefore is connected to the inverter. Energy is imported
to increase the SOC of battery dual string 3. This continues until around time = 3.5 h,
where all three battery dual strings are at around SOC = 0.5 pu.
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Figure 5.1: Top sub-plot shows charging power [kW] profiles for EV penetration scenarios
for the two chargers (EV1 and EV2), and power profile [kW] for PV production scenario as
a function of time [h]. Bottom sub-plot shows the three SOCs (SOC1, SOC2 and SOC3)
and average SOC [pu] as a function of time [h].

At approximately time = 5.5 h, PV production starts to ramp up slowly. There is still no
EV consumption and therefore the battery dual string with the highest deviating SOC
from the reference is connected to the inverter and the lowest SOC battery dual string
is connected to the PV. This pattern continues until time = 10 h, where the first EV
starts charging (EV1 - blue graph). EV1 is assigned to the battery dual string with the
highest SOC (SOC3 - red graph). SOC3 decreases fast until EV1 is finished charging,
approximately 16 minutes later. SOC3 is around 0.22 pu after EV1 is finished charging
and is then connected to the inverter to get recharged. Initially, the inverter power is
high since SOC3 is far from the SOC reference due to the nature of the droop controller.
After 15 minutes when the inverter setpoint is updated again the inverter power is lower
as SOC3 is now closer to the SOC reference (this is shown by the slope of SOC3).

At time = 11 h, EV2 starts charging and at this point battery dual string 1 (SOC1 - blue
graph) has the highest SOC and is connected to EV2. The same pattern continues as
explained before. At the end of the day all three battery dual strings are at around SOC =
0.5 pu and ready for the next day. The average SOC (black graph) represents the average
SOC of all the battery dual strings. This fluctuates around SOC = 0.5 pu, as expected. It
tends to fall a bit lower in high EV penetration scenarios with low PV production.

In Figure 5.2 the grid power (Pgrid), AC inverter power (Pinv,AC) and the total auxiliary
power consumption (Paux,tot) [kW] are shown as a function of time [h]. The grid power
is defined as: Pgrid = Pinv,AC + Paux,tot as shown in Section 3.8. Initially at time = 0
h, the grid power and AC inverter power are almost the same since the total auxiliary
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consumption is very low. The grid power is 43.47 kW, which means the maximum allowed
power is exported. This is because the inverter is connected to battery dual string 1, which
has an initial SOC of 0.9 pu. At time = 0.5 h, the grid power is -43.47 kW, which is the
maximum allowed power to be imported. The pattern continues until all battery dual
strings are at around SOC = 0.5 pu at time = 3.25 h. At around time = 6.2 h, the grid
power increase to in order to export the excess PV energy. At time ≈ 10.3 h, the first
EV is finished charging (EV1) and battery dual string 3 is connected to the inverter and
recharged. At this point the grid and AC inverter power is not the same and the difference
is the auxiliary power consumption, which is around -530 W.

Figure 5.2: Grid power (Pgrid), AC inverter power (Pinv,AC) and the total auxiliary power
consumption (Paux,tot) [kW] as a function of time in hours.

As seen from Figure 5.1 and 5.2, EMS strategy 1 fulfils the basic power and energy needs
for the given EV and PV scenarios. Each EV is able to be fully charged when needed and
all the PV energy is fully harvested. However, this strategy is quite naive since it does not
plan ahead in terms of utilising locally PV produced energy to power the EVs. A lot of
energy is exchanged with the grid (first exported, then imported later for example), which
is not ideal in terms of having an efficient system. The system is quite reliable though,
since the battery dual strings can be controlled to have a desired SOC level depending on
what is needed.

5.2.2 Study case 1.2: Management of battery dual string connections

One of the objectives of the EMS is to manage battery dual string connections. In this
study case, the control logic for the busbar system is analysed. This involves validating
if the EMS algorithm sets the string signals (S1, S2 and S3) as expected. Initially, it is
checked if the following design constraints are respected:

• Only one component is allowed to be connected to a battery dual string at a time
• EV connected battery dual string cannot be changed during charging

The top sub-plot in Figure 5.3 shows the three string signals (S1, S2 and S3) as a function
of time [h]. The bottom sub-plot shows the three SOCs [pu] (SOC1, SOC2 and SOC3) as
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a function of time. The string signals represent what component the respective battery
dual string is connected to as listed in Table 3.1. From the top plot it can be seen that
none of the battery dual string signals have the same value simultaneously. This means
that they are not connected to the same component at the same time, as expected.

When looking at the bottom plot at 10:00, the SOC level of battery dual string 3 (SOC3 -
red graph) decrease rapidly. This can be explained by looking at the corresponding battery
dual string signal in the upper plot (S3 - red graph). S3 is equal to 1 at 10:00, which
represent being connected to EV1. Approximately 16 minutes later the EV is finished
charging and S3 is set to 4 (connected to the inverter) and SOC3 starts increasing. EV
charging is initiated at 10:00, 11:00, 12:00, 13:00, 14:00 and 15:00 and the EV connected
battery dual strings are not changed while charging as expected.

Figure 5.3: Top sub-plot shows the three string signals (S1, S2 and S3) as a function
of time [h]. Bottom sub-plot shows the three SOCs [pu] (SOC1, SOC and SOC3) as a
function of time [h]. String signal equal to 5 (DISC) means it is disconnected.

5.2.3 Study case 1.3: Battery & inverter losses

Power losses are essential to consider when evaluating system performance. The batteries
and inverter are not ideal components, therefore energy is lost as heat when they are used
as explained in Section 3.2.1 and 3.5. The battery and inverter losses are examined in
this section and Figure 5.4 shows the battery dual string 1 power losses (Pbat1,loss) [kW]
in the top sub-plot. In the bottom sub-plot is battery dual string 1 power (Pbat1) and
internal power (Pbat1,int) [kW]. Initially at time = 0 h, battery dual string 1 power losses
are approximately 1.75 kW, since it is discharged through the inverter into the grid at the
full power (43.47 kW setpoint on AC side of inverter). This can also be seen in Section
5.2.1 in Figure 5.1 since SOC1 (blue graph) decrease rapidly. The battery losses is the
difference between the internal power and the battery power. The internal power (46.7
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kW) is higher than the battery power (44.9 kW) since the battery is discharged. From
approximately time = 5 h to time = 11 h, the battery power shifts between negative and
positive since it alternates between being charged by the PV and discharged into the grid.
At time = 11 h, battery dual string 1 is connected to EV2 and starts discharging its energy
into the EV. The EV charges at 110.9 kW and the battery losses are approximately 11.5
kW at this point. This means that the internal battery power needs to be 122.4 kW in
order to account for the losses through the battery. This corresponds to around 9.4%
power lost as heat, which also comply with the battery efficiency characteristics in Figure
3.4. This clearly shows that fast EV charging accounts for the majority of losses in the
system and it will only increase as the charging speed increases.

Figure 5.4: Top sub-plot: battery dual string 1 power losses [kW], bottom sub-plot: battery
dual string 1 power and internal power [kW].

Figure 5.5 shows the inverter power losses (Pinv,loss) [kW] in the top sub-plot and the
inverter power [kW] on AC (Pinv,AC) and DC (Pinv,DC) side. Initially from time = 0 h,
the inverter power losses are approximately 0.9 kW which is the largest throughout this
day. This is due to the high power throughput of 43.47 kW measured on the AC side, even
though the inverter operates at its highest efficiency of 98% as seen in Figure 3.9. The
power measured on the DC side is the approximately 44.37 kW as the power is exported
from the batteries to the grid. At time = 3 h, inverter power losses are around 0.165 kW
which is relatively high compared to the AC inverter power of -3.2 kW. At this point the
inverter operates at an efficiency of approximately 95% due to its lower power throughput.
From approximately time = 10.2 h to time = 16 h, the shifts between importing and
exporting energy. The battery dual string are recharged after each EV charge is finished
and the excess PV energy is exported into the grid to reach SOC = 0.5 pu.
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Figure 5.5: Top sub-plot: Inverter power losses [kW], bottom sub-plot: Inverter AC and
DC power [kW].

5.2.4 Study case 1.4: Thermal management

Thermal management of the container is essential to consider, as lithium-ion batteries are
temperature sensitive in terms of cell degradation [37]. In this study case the container
temperature dynamics and the resulting auxiliary power consumption are examined. Figure
5.6 shows an overview of thermal management, including various heat flows in the container.
The first sub-plot shows Qin1, Qin2 and Qin3, which is the thermal heat [kW] that heats
up the respective battery dual string as elaborated on in Section 3.6.

The second sub-plot shows Qin_cr [kW] which is the thermal power that heats up the
control rack.

The third sub-plot shows convective heat flows [kW]. To increase plot readability, not all
the convective heat flows are shown. (Qconv_1c) is between battery dual string 1 and the
container. (Qhp) is between the container and outside using the heat pump. (Qconv_c_cr)
is between the control rack and the container. It also shows the heat dissipated through
the container walls to the outside (Qcond_c_out).

The fourth sub-plot shows a selection of the conductive heat flows [kW] in the container. It
shows the conductive heat flows between battery dual string 1 and the container (Qcond_1c)
and between battery dual string 1 and 2 (Qcond_12) and between the control rack and the
container (Qcond_c_cr).

The two last sub-plots displays the five temperatures [°C] modelled in the container and
the outdoor temperature. Tin1, Tin2 and Tin3 represents the temperature in battery dual
string 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Tc is the container temperature and Tcr is the control rack
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temperature. Tout is the outdoor temperature and it is assumed to be 15.5°C for the whole
day.

The initial temperature of all five zones are 25°C. At time = 0 h, Tin1 and Tcr starts
increasing due to the thermal power of battery dual string 1 and control rack (Qin1 and
Qin,cr). Tc drops initially due to heat dissipation through the container walls (Qcond_c_out).
The temperature increase much faster in the control rack compared to the battery dual
string 1 even though the input heat is higher in the battery. This is explained by the much
lower thermal capacitance of the control rack compared to the battery dual strings (79.8
kJ/K vs. 1232 kJ/K). As Tcr increase above 30°C its convective heat flow increase due to
fans being activated. From time = 1.8 h, Tin1 slowly drops as Qin1 is 0 kW. Tin1 is higher
than Tin2 and Tc, therefore heat is conducted to battery dual string 2 and the container.

At time = 11 h, Tin1 increase rapidly due to battery dual string 1 being connected to
EV2 (thermal power Qin1 is equal to 11.65 kW). As Tin1 increase above 30°C the fans in
battery dual string 1 are activated (at 50% speed as explained in Section 3.6) and Qconv_1c

ramps up. Qconv_1c increase as Tin1 increase and as the temperature difference between
Tin1 and Tc increase. At this point also the conductive heat flows between battery dual
string 1 and the adjacent zones (container and battery dual string 2) increase due to the
increase in temperature difference. Between time = 10 h and time = 16 h, the battery dual
strings alternate between charging EVs and being recharged through the PV and inverter.
This heats up the battery dual strings and the control rack, which is transferred to the
container through conduction and convection. As the container temperature (Tc) increase
so does the heat pump output (Qhp). The maximum thermal power of the heat pump
is approximately 2.1 kW for a container temperature of 27.2°C at around time = 13.5 h.
The maximum battery dual string temperature is Tin3 = 38.3°C briefly after the last EV
is finished charging at around time = 15.3 h. After each respective battery dual string is
finished charging its last EVs their temperatures decrease until they reach 25°C. This is
due to the hysteresis implemented in the fan control logic, which turns them on at 30°C
and off at 25°C as explained in Section 3.6. This ensure that they are not continuously
turned on and off if the battery temperature is close to on/off threshold value. At the
end of the day the container temperature drops to approximately 17°C since the outdoor
temperature is lower and the thermal resistance of the container being relatively small
(0.0032 K/W).

The container is only insulated using polyurethane foam in the "cavities" of the container
walls as shown in Figure A.3. This means that heat can easily flow through the steel walls
in between the "cavities". This actually assist the thermal management in these study cases
as the outdoor temperature is assumed to be the average of the respective month used in
the scenarios. Because the outdoor temperature is lower than the container temperature
the heat naturally flows out due to high thermal conduction. However, if the outdoor
temperature is higher than the container temperature and solar radiation is considered,
then heat actually flows into the container due to the lack of insulation. In such a case the
thermal conduction between the outside and the container works against the heat pump.
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Figure 5.6: Overview of thermal management, including thermal heat flows in the container.
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Figure 5.7 shows the auxiliary power consumption [kW] of components in the container.
Paux,cr is the auxiliary power consumption of the inverter and fans in the control rack.
This power consumption depends on the activity of the fans and therefore the temperature.
Paux,bat1, Paux,bat2 and Paux,bat3 are the auxiliary power consumption of battery modules,
string controllers and fans in the battery racks. Each battery dual string has a constant
auxiliary power consumption of approximately 140 W, which is used by the string controller
and module controller. Additionally, as the temperature increase above 30°C the fans are
activated and their power consumption depends on their speed. They are not running
anywhere near maximum speed (which happens at 55°C) for this study case. The additional
power consumption of the fans is not significant since running them at e.g. 50% speed
only causes them to consume 12.5% of their rated power. This is explained by the Affinity
laws in Equation 3.16, which states that power consumption of fans are proportional to
the cube of the normalised fan speed.

In the bottom sub-plot is the heat pump auxiliary power consumption (Paux,hp) and
the total auxiliary power consumption (Paux,tot). The heat pump power consumption is
approximately 3 times less than the thermal power since the ERR is 3.06. The heat pump
consumes approximately 0.7 kW at its maximum in this study case. This consumption
is going to increase as the outdoor temperature increases too. The total auxiliary power
consumption is around 0.52 kW throughout the day and 1.2 kW at its maximum as the
heat pump is running.

Figure 5.7: Top sub-plot: auxiliary power consumption [kW] of battery dual strings and
components in control rack Paux,bat1, Paux,bat2, Paux,bat3 and Paux,cr. Bottom sub-plot:
auxiliary power consumption [kW] of heat pump (Paux,hp) and total consumption (Paux,tot).
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5.2.5 Study case 1.5: Ensuring safe operation

Another important task is to ensure safe operation, by preventing the battery from being
over/under charged. This is ensured by using SOC protection. The upper and lower
SOC limits are 0.9 pu and 0.1 pu respectively as elaborated on in Section 3.10. The SOC
protection trips if e.g. the upper limit is reached and the SOC keeps increasing or vise
versa for the lower limit. This study case verifies if the SOC protection works as intended
for the upper and lower limits. Initially the upper limit SOC protection is examined and
the following scenarios and EMS strategy are used:

• High PV production scenario
• No EV peneration
• EMS strategy 1 - SOC (0.75 pu)

To reach the upper SOC limit the highest PV production scenarios in combination with
no EV penetration is used. Furthermore, EMS strategy 1 is used but with a SOC target of
0.75 pu instead of 0.5 pu, in order to easier reach the upper limit of SOC = 0.9 pu. Figure
5.8 showcases the SOC protection for the upper limit and the top sub-plot shows the string
signals (S1, S2 and S3), the middle sub-plot shows the protection signals (Prot1, Prot2
and Prot3) and the bottom sub-plot shows the SOCs (SOC1, SOC2 and SOC3). Initially
S3 = 3 (top sub-plot, red graph), which means that battery dual string 3 is connected to
the PV. SOC3 increases until it hits 0.9 pu (bottom sub-plot, red graph) at approximately
time = 12.2 h. At this point Prot3 = 1 (middle sub-plot, red graph), which means that
SOC protection for battery dual string 3 is activated. This results in S3 = 5, which shows
that battery dual string 3 is disconnected from the PV. At this point both S2 and S3
are equal to 5 (disconnected), which is acceptable and does not violate any of the design
constraints. S1 is equal to 4 (connected to inverter) and therefore nothing is connected
to the PV even though it produces power. The energy not harvested in these periods
are included in the PV performance metric as described in Equation 5.3. After battery
dual string 3 is disconnected is stays at around SOC = 0.9 pu until it is connected to the
inverter and discharged into the grid. This does not trip the SOC protection as the SOC
level is not increasing anymore.
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Figure 5.8: SOC protection for upper limit. Top sub-plot: string signals (S1, S2 and S3),
middle sub-plot: protection signals (Prot1, Prot2 and Prot3) and bottom sub-plot: SOCs
(SOC1, SOC2 and SOC3). String signal equal to 5 (DISC) means it is disconnected.

Now the lower limit SOC protection is examined with the following scenarios and EMS
strategy:

• No PV production
• High EV penetration scenarios
• EMS strategy 1 - SOC (0.25 pu)

No PV production and high EV penetrations scenarios are used in combination with a
SOC target of 0.25 pu to easily reach the lower SOC limit of 0.1 pu. Figure 5.9 shows the
SOC protection behaviour for the lower limit case. At time = 11 h, battery dual string 2
is connected to EV2 (S2 = 2, top sub-plot, green graph). SOC2 decrease until it hits SOC
= 0.1 pu at approximately time = 11.12 h (bottom sub-plot, green graph). At this point
the SOC protection for battery dual string 2 activates (Prot2 = 1, middle sub-plot, green
graph). EV2 is disconnected from battery dual string 2 (S2 = 5, top sub-plot, green graph)
and is not connected again even though the EV is not finished charging. The energy not
delivered to the EV during periods of disconnection is used in the EV performance metric
calculation as shown in Equation 5.4.
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Figure 5.9: SOC protection for lower limit. Top sub-plot: string signals (S1, S2 and S3),
middle sub-plot: protection signals (Prot1, Prot2 and Prot3) and bottom sub-plot: SOCs
(SOC1, SOC2 and SOC3). String signal equal to 5 (DISC) means it is disconnected.

5.3 Study case 2: System performance comparison
In this study case, system performance is evaluated for three different EMS strategies as
explained in Section 3.11.4. The study cases are simulated for 7 days each and the initial
and end SOC of the three battery dual strings are the same (0.5 pu), in order to properly
evaluate system efficiency. The three EMS strategies are:

• Strategy 1 - SOC target (0.5 pu)
• Strategy 2 - SOC dead band (0.5 pu and 0.7 pu)
• Strategy 3 - SOC dead band using PV forecast (dynamic and 0.7 pu)

Each EMS strategy is tested for 9 different scenarios, where PV production scenarios and
EV penetration scenarios discussed in Section 3.3.1 and 3.4.1 are varied. The 9 scenarios
are shown in Table 5.1, where the fist letter denotes the PV scenario and the last letter
denotes the EV scenario:

Scenarios Low EV Medium EV High EV
Low PV l l lm lh
Medium PV ml mm mh
High PV hl hm hh

Table 5.1: Shows the 9 different combinations of PV and EV scenarios used in study case
2.
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Tables A.3, A.4 and A.5 in Appendix A.3 show the resulting performance metrics for
EMS strategy 1, 2 and 3 respectively for the 9 scenarios. The relevant performance
metrics are shown as bar plots in this section for easier visual comparison of the results.
Inspecting EEV _pDev and EP V _pDev in the three tables shows that they are 0% for each
strategy. This means that all the requested EV energy is delivered, and all the produced
PV energy is harvested hence the EV and PV objectives are fully satisfied using all
strategies. Therefore, the performance of the three strategies can be compared solely from
the remaining performance metrics. Figure 5.10 shows a selection of the most important
performance metrics in terms of battery ageing. The top sub-plot shows the total number
of battery cycles. Strategy 1 has the highest number of battery cycles for each of the
9 scenarios hence the worst performance overall. This is because this strategy tries to
keep a SOC of 0.5 pu at all times which introduces excessive energy exchange with the
grid. Strategies 2 and 3 perform better overall since they export less energy to the grid
and thereby reducing the amount of imported energy needed later. Strategies 2 and 3
perform similarly for the three scenarios with low PV production (l l, lm and lh). However,
strategy 3 slightly outperforms strategy 2 for scenario mh and hh. This is due to strategy
3 importing less energy from the grid after EV charging is finished by utilising the PV
forecast. The largest difference in number of battery cycles occurs in scenario hh between
strategy 1 and 3 (32.79 vs. 24.03). This corresponds to a performance increase of 26.7%
when using strategy 3 instead of 1 in terms of battery cycles. The middle sub-plot if Figure
5.10 shows the average battery temperature. It ranges from 23.4°C to 28.6°C in all 27
simulations. The three strategies perform similarly for the low PV production scenarios as
reducing exported energy will not affect these scenarios much. Strategies 2 and 3 perform
better than strategy 1 for scenarios with medium and high EV penetration (mm, mh, hm,
hh). However, for scenarios mh and hh, strategy 3 is again slightly outperforming strategy
2.

The bottom sub-plot of Figure 5.10 shows the average battery SOC. The SOC for the three
strategies are almost identical for the low PV production scenarios (ll, lm and lh). The
general trends is that the average SOC decrease as EV penetration increase. Strategies 2
and 3 generally has a higher average SOC than strategy 1 for the medium and high PV
scenarios as the excess energy produced is kept in the batteries for later use. Strategies 2
and 3 reach the highest average SOC of 0.68 pu for scenario hl. The fact that strategies 2
and 3 generally have higher SOC levels can improve EV charging performance in some
cases. The amount of energy requested per EV (Echarge) calculated in Equation 2.12 is
based on the weighted average of the usable energy capacity from Bornholm EV fleet data.
In reality, EVs can request more or less energy. In the case of EVs requesting more energy
e.g. 50 kWh, strategy 1 might struggle to fulfil the EV objective. In this case strategies
2 and 3 are more likely to satisfy the EV objective. A way to improve strategy 1 in this
scenario is to increase the SOC reference of the controller, and thereby operate it at a
higher SOC level e.g. 0.7 pu.

Strategy 3 shows best performance in terms of lowest number of battery cycles. Furthermore
as it also performs best in terms of temperature, as the average temperature is the lowest.
Also, since it has a higher average battery SOC it is not discharged as deeply as strategy
1. Therefore, using strategy 3 reduces cycle ageing most. However, the result is not as
clear for calendar ageing since lower capacity loss is achieved at lower SOC storage values.
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Figure 2.9 in Section 2.6 shows that the capacity loss is almost constant for SOC levels
between 0.3 pu and 0.7 pu. Strategies 2 and 3 reach an average SOC of 0.68 pu in scenario
hl, while strategy 1 reaches 0.53 pu. So, calendar ageing for the three strategies are almost
similar, with strategies 2 and 3 being marginally worse. In general cycle ageing is more
dominant that calendar ageing and since strategies 2 and 3 are far superior in regards to
cycle ageing, they outperform strategy 1 in terms of reducing overall battery ageing.

Figure 5.10: Bar plot visualisation of performance metrics for battery ageing. Total battery
cycles (Batcycle,tot), average battery temperature (Tin,avg) and average SOC (SOCavg)
comparison from strategy 1, 2 and 3 for the 9 different scenarios.

Figure 5.11 shows the exported grid energy [kWh], imported grid energy [kWh] and the
total grid energy exchange [kWh]. Examining exported grid energy for the three scenarios
of low PV production it is shown that very little energy is exported for all strategies. This
also explains why all strategies have similar performance for these scenarios since strategies
2 and 3 rely on exporting less energy. For medium and high PV production scenarios the
effect of exporting less energy is significant. Especially for the cases of medium and high
EV penetration scenarios (mm, mh, hm and hh). The exported grid energy in scenarios
hh is 979.5 kWh and 160.4 kWh for strategy 1 and 3 respectively. Exporting less energy
also reduces the imported energy and therefore also the total energy exchange with the
grid. The total energy exchanged with the grid in scenario hh for strategy 3 is reduced
by approximately 76% compared to strategy 1. Furthermore, strategy 3 also imports less
energy than the remaining two strategies. This is the case for scenario mh and hh due
to the dynamic lower limit of the SOC dead band. In theses case harvested PV energy is
prioritised to recharge the batteries rather than using the inverter.
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Figure 5.11: Bar plot visualisation of performance metrics. Exported (Egrid,exp), imported
(Egrid,imp) and total grid energy (Egrid,tot) comparison from strategy 1, 2 and 3 for the 9
different scenarios.

Figure 5.12 shows the total auxiliary energy consumption [kWh] and the system energy
losses [kWh]. Auxiliary energy consumption is approximately equal for the three strategies
for scenario l l, lm and lh as they have similar performance. In scenarios ml, mm, mh, hm
and hh, for strategies 2 and 3 the auxiliary energy consumption is reduced compared to
strategy 1. This is because the batteries run less cycles and the inverter is used less which
reduces the heat losses. The thermal auxiliary components (fans and heat pump) are
controlled based on temperatures hence reducing heat generated results in lower auxiliary
consumption too. The system energy losses are the combined energy losses of the inverter
and the three battery dual strings. Again, there is a noticeable reduction in the system
energy losses for scenarios ml, mm, mh, hm and hh for strategies 2 and 3 compared to
strategy 1. Using strategy 3 over strategy 1 in scenario hh results in a system energy loss
reduction of approximately 22%. The energy loss reduction makes sense as less energy is
exchanged inside the system.
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Figure 5.12: Bar plot visualisation of performance metrics. Total auxiliary energy (Eaux,tot)
and system energy losses (Esys,loss) comparison from strategy 1, 2 and 3 for the 9 different
scenarios.

Figure 5.13 shows the inverter (ninv), battery (nbat) and system efficiencies (nsys). The
inverter efficiency for the three EMS strategies in the 9 scenarios are relatively close to
each other. However, strategies 2 and 3 show marginally higher inverter efficiencies in
several scenarios. This is due to the SOC dead band only activating the inverter when it is
farther away for the SOC reference and therefore operating it at higher power levels.

The battery efficiency is generally lower for strategies 2 and 3 compared to strategy 1.
This is because strategies 2 and 3 reduces the use of the inverter while all three strategies
still experience the same EV charging power losses. This means that power losses caused
by EV fast charging weights higher in the battery efficiency calculation for strategies 2
and 3 compared to strategy 1. Since fast EV charging power losses are significantly larger
than the inverter power losses, the battery efficiency decreases for strategies 2 and 3. For
scenario hh the battery efficiency for strategy 1 and 3 are 90.28% and 88.53% respectively.

When looking at the system efficiency the general trends is that for strategy 1 it is slightly
higher than for the remaining two strategies for all scenarios. The system efficiency ranges
between approximately 75% and 88.2% for the 9 scenarios. The system efficiency for
strategy 1 in scenario hh is 85.68%, while it is 84.61% for strategy 3. This seems odd
as strategy 3 outperforms strategy 1 in almost all other performance metrics. The total
energy exchange with the grid for strategy 1 for the said scenario is 2293.61 kWh, while
it is 551.85 kWh for strategy 3 which is a reduction of approximately 76%. The total
auxiliary consumption for strategy 1 and 3 is 125.57 kWh and 107.99 kWh respectively
which corresponds to a reduction of approximately 14%. This means that the auxiliary
energy consumption is larger in relation to the energy exchanged with the grid for strategy
3 compared to strategy 1. Therefore, the system efficiency is lower as the auxiliary energy
consumption now weights higher. This can be compared to operating an inverter at low
power throughput, where the efficiency decreases rapidly due to the relatively constant
auxiliary self-consumption. Also, the system efficiency is lower for strategy 3 compared
to strategy 1 for scenario hh even though the absolute system energy losses are reduced
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by 22% when using strategy 3 compared to strategy 1. Therefore, only evaluating the
components and system efficiencies can be misleading, and therefore it is essential to also
consider other performance metrics to get a holistic picture of the system’s performance.

Figure 5.13: Bar plot visualisation of performance metrics. Inverter (ninv), battery (nbat)
and system efficiency (nsys) comparison from strategy 1, 2 and 3 for the 9 different scenarios.

Figure 5.14 shows the power profiles [kW] for high EV and PV scenarios and SOC [pu]
dynamics for battery dual string 1, 2 and 3 for strategy 1, 2 and 3 during the last two days
of the simulation. It is shown how the 3 strategies manage the SOC levels differently. As
PV production starts ramping up at around time = 125 h, the SOC levels starts increasing.
Strategy 1 starts exporting energy to reach a SOC level of 0.5 pu, while strategies 2 and 3
do not export any energy. Strategies 2 and 3 only export energy as the SOC level surpasses
0.7 pu which does not happen for these two days as the harvested PV energy is used before
reaching the SOC threshold. Strategies 2 and 3 both use the SOC dead band, but strategy
2 has a dynamic lower limit that depends on the one hour ahead PV forecast. This can be
seen at approximately time = 129 h, where the SOC1 is flat after EV2 is finished charging,
which means that no energy is imported. At time = 145 h, strategy 1 has forced the SOC
levels back to 0.5 pu, while the remaining two strategies are "passive" until PV production
start ramping up on the second day. In general using strategy 1 the average SOC is always
around 0.5 pu at the end of the day. For the two other strategies the average SOC at the
end of the day highly depends on the PV and EV scenarios but it is generally slightly
higher than for strategy 1. In Appendix A.8 in Figure A.3 the SOC dynamics for all 7
days of the simulation is shown.
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Figure 5.14: Power [kW] profiles for high EV and PV scenarios. SOC [pu] dynamics of
battery dual string 1, 2 and 3 for strategy 1, 2 and 3 during the two last days of the
simulation.

5.4 Study case 3: Stress testing
In this study case a worst case scenario is simulated to investigate how well the system
copes in extreme situations. The following scenarios and EMS strategy are used:

• Low PV production scenario
• Stress EV penetration scenarios
• Strategy 3 - SOC dead band using PV forecast (dynamic and 0.7 pu)

Low PV production scenario is used to ensure the least amount of energy is injected into
the system. The goal is to evaluate how many EVs are able to charge continuously after
each other on both chargers simultaneously. Therefore, the same stress EV penetration
scenario is used on both EV chargers which has the same requested energy and charging
power (30.24 kWh and 110.9 kW) as the other EV scenarios. The time between the end
of one charging event and the beginning of the next one is approximately 1.5 minutes.
Figure 5.15 shows EV and PV scenarios in the top sub-plot, SOC of each battery dual
string in the middle sub-plot and temperatures in the bottom sub-plot. PV production is
approximately 5.7 kW at time = 10 h, and as strategy 3 is used, the SOC levels increase
slowly as no energy is exported. At time = 11.15 h, two EVs start charging and SOC1 and
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SOC2 decrease as they deliver the requested EV energy. At time = 11.45 h, two more EVs
start charging and SOC1 and SOC3 start decreasing. SOC1 reach 0.1 pu before the EV
is finish charging and is therefore disconnected. SOC3 deliverers the full requested EV
energy. This means that the system is able to fully charge 3 EVs using this strategy which
is not very satisfactory. The maximum temperature of approximately 35.1°C is reached
in battery dual string 3, which is within the safe operational range of max 55°C. One
limiting factor to this approach is that the initial SOC levels of the battery dual strings
are relatively low (around 0.5 pu) considering EV penetration is high. Another factor is
that the third battery dual string which is not connected to an EV is connected to the PV
in order to fulfil the PV objective.

Figure 5.15: Stress test results 1. Top sub-plot: EV and PV power profiles [kW] for stress
EV scenarios and low PV scenario. Middle sub-plot: SOC [pu] of the three battery dual
strings. Bottom sub-plot: temperatures [°C].

If high EV penetration is anticipated, system performance can be increased by changing
some of the limiting factors mention before. The following scenarios and EMS strategy for
the next study case are used:

• Low PV production scenario (no harvesting)
• Stress EV penetration scenarios
• EMS strategy 1 - SOC target (0.9 pu)

PV and EV scenarios are the same as before but strategy 1 with a SOC target of 0.9 pu
is used instead. This ensures that the maximum amount of energy is ready for charging
EVs. Furthermore, instead of harvesting PV energy on the remaining battery dual string,
the inverter is used to recharge the batteries faster. This means that EV objectives are
prioritised above the PV objective and that the small amount of produced PV energy is
not harvested. The results of this study case is shown in Figure 5.16. Initially the SOC
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levels are 0.9 pu and at time = 11.15 h, two EVs start charging. SOC2 and SOC3 decrease
as they deliver the full requested EV energy. At time = 11.45, two more EVs start charging
and SOC1 and SOC3 decrease. At time = 11.75 h, another two EVs start charging and
SOC1 and SOC2 decrease. At time = 12.05 h, SOC2 and SOC3 are connected to EV1
and EV2 but are not able to deliver the full requested energy. However, this means that
the system is able to fully charge 6 EVs using the new approach, which is a significant
improvement. The maximum temperature is also slightly higher which is around 44.2°C
for battery dual string 1. This is expected as fast charging at high power levels generates
the most heat compared to other operations in the DC microgrid.

Figure 5.16: Stress test results 2. Top sub-plot: EV and PV power profiles [kW] for stress
EV scenarios and low PV scenario. Middle sub-plot: SOC [pu] of the three battery dual
strings. Bottom sub-plot: temperatures [°C].

The second approach shows better performance compared to the first approach, yet it is
not completely ideal for this specific use case. The basic fact that EVs cannot be charged
directly from the grid has limitations. When reaching the point of all batteries being
almost fully discharged, no EVs can be charged. A way to fix this is to implement delays
between charging events, but this is not satisfying to the customer. Therefore, the setup
might be better suited in locations without too frequent EV charging events compared
to e.g. a highway rest stop. However, if frequent EV charging is detected and the EV
objective is considered higher than the PV objectives in that case, changing from strategy
3 to this strategy for a limited amount of time is an option.

5.5 Summary
In this chapter, various study cases are performed and analysed. This section summarises
the main outcomes of the study cases. Study case 1.1 - 1.5 introduces the system and the
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outcomes are listed in Table 5.2. Study cases 1.1 - 1.4 use EMS strategy 1 with an SOC
reference of 0.5 pu and the medium PV and EV scenarios. Study case 1.5 uses different
settings to trigger the SOC protection.

Study Outcome
case
1.1 Showcases how the EMS satisfies the objective of fulfilling power and energy

needs. It shows how the SOC dynamics of battery dual strings evolve based on
the EM algorithm as PV production and EV consumption change. Furthermore,
it shows the relation between grid and inverter power and how the auxiliary
power consumption is accounted for.

1.2 Showcases how the EMS fulfils the objective of managing battery dual string
connections. It shows that only one component can be coupled to a battery
dual string at a time and that battery dual string cannot be changed during
EV charging. This is proven by inspecting the string signal logic for each
respective battery dual string.

1.3 Showcases how the battery and inverter power losses evolve during the day
based on the use case. Approximately 11.5 kW is lost as heat in the battery
when fast charging an EV at 110.9 kW which corresponds to power losses
of 9.4%. The inverter efficiency ranges between 95% and 98% depending on
the power throughput. Furthermore, it is clear how using this EMS strategy
causes unnecessary and excess energy exchange with the grid.

1.4 Showcases the thermal management of the container as well as the
auxiliary power consumption of thermal management, control and monitoring
components. The maximum battery dual string temperature reached is Tin3
= 38.3°C. The results show how the outdoor temperature assumptions and
the omission of solar radiation help the thermal management. However, due
to the insulation method used in the container this most likely will not be
the case if the outdoor temperature increase above the container temperature.
Furthermore, the auxiliary power consumption of e.g. fans and heat pump
increase as more heat needs to be removed since their control logic is based on
the temperature.

1.5 Showcases the functionality of the SOC protection for the upper and lower
limits. The PV is disconnected from the respective battery dual string as the
SOC reaches 0.9 pu and keeps increasing. Furthermore, the EV is disconnected
from the respective battery dual string as the SOC reaches 0.1 pu and keeps
decreasing.

Table 5.2: Summary of outcomes for study case 1.

Study case 2 evaluates the system performance for three different EMS strategies tested on
9 scenarios. Strategy 1 uses a SOC target, strategy 2 uses a SOC dead band and strategy
3 uses PV forecast to improve on strategy 2. The outcome of study case 2 is summarised
in Table 5.3. Furthermore, results show that all three strategies fulfil the EVs charging
request and are able to harvest all the produced PV energy.
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Study Performance Outcome
case metric
2 Battery ageing Strategy 3 generally has the lowest number of battery

cycles and the lowest average battery temperature.
Additionally, it generally has a higher average
battery SOC which are all factors that reduce cycle
ageing. All three strategies have similar calendar
ageing performance with strategies 2 and 3 being
marginally worse than strategy 1. However, the best
overall battery ageing performance is achieved using
strategies 2 and 3 as cycle ageing is more dominant
compared to calendar ageing.

Grid energy exchange All three strategies have little exported energy to the
grid for the low PV scenarios. Therefore performance
is similar for these scenarios. However, for medium
to high PV and EV scenarios strategies 2 and 3 have
improved performance compared to strategy 1. This
is because strategies 2 and 3 rely on exporting less
energy. Moreover, strategy 3 also imports less energy
in scenario mh and hh compared to strategy 1 and 2 by
utilising PV forecast. The total energy exchanged with
the grid in scenario hh is reduced by approximately
76% when using strategy 3 over strategy 1.

Energy losses The system energy losses and auxiliary energy
consumption are approximately equal for all three
strategies in scenarios with low PV production.
However, these are reduced for medium and high
PV and EV scenarios when using strategies 2 and 3
over strategy 1. This is because the batteries run less
cycles and the inverter is used less which reduces the
amount of generated heat.

Efficiencies The inverter efficiency is marginally higher for
strategies 2 and 3 compared to strategy 1. The
battery efficiency is generally lower for strategies
2 and 3 compared to strategy 1. This is because
the inverter is used less hence the larger losses from
EV charging weights higher. The overall system
efficiency is also generally lower for strategies 2 and
3 compared to strategy 1. This is partly because the
energy exchange with the grid is greatly reduced while
the auxiliary consumption is relatively constant and
therefore weights higher.

Table 5.3: Summary of outcomes for study case 2.

Study case 3 is a worst case EV scenario which test the system’s ability to fast charge
consecutive EVs. The low PV scenario is used and a stress EV scenario which continuously
charge EVs on both chargers are used. Results show that 3 consecutive EVs can be fully
charged by using strategy 3, while 6 consecutive EVs can be fully charged by changing
strategy. The better performing strategy uses a SOC target of 0.9 pu and cuts off the PV
to utilise the inverter for recharging batteries faster.
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6.1 Conclusion
As part of this thesis, an in-depth holistic model of a real-life DC microgrid consisting of a
reconfigurable BESS, EV fast chargers, a PV system and a grid inverter is built in MATLAB
Simulink. The model is focused on the power and energy level and allows testing of different
EM strategies. An EMS is designed with the objectives of managing connections between
components and the BESS, fulfilling power and energy needs while ensuring efficient and
reliable BESS operation. The model is tested for its basic functionality and it is shown
that it behaves expectedly, while satisfying the EMS objectives and requirements.

Three EM strategies are investigated, and their overall performances compared for nine
scenarios with different PV and EV profiles. Strategy 1 forces the SOC of all battery dual
strings to be 50% at all times. Strategy 2 implements a SOC dead band between 50%
and 70% that disables the inverter in this interval. Strategy 3 is based on strategy 2, but
utilises a PV forecast to dynamically adjust the lower SOC dead band limit between 30%
and 50%. All three EM strategies fulfil the EVs charging request and are able to harvest
all the produced PV energy.

The results show that using strategy 1 introduces excessive grid energy exchange. This
leads to more battery cycles, higher temperatures, more energy losses, and higher auxiliary
energy consumption. Using strategy 2 helps reduce the amount of energy exported into
the grid. This also helps to reduce the amount of energy that needs to be imported later,
and thereby decreases the total energy exchanged with the grid. Therefore, this strategy
shows significant improvements in the reduction of battery ageing, since battery cycles and
temperatures are reduced, while keeping SOC levels within acceptable limits. Moreover,
inverter and battery energy losses are significantly decreased as they are only used when
necessary. Using strategy 3 shows a slight improvement in a few scenarios compared to
strategy 2. Especially in scenarios with high EV penetration and medium to high PV
production, as it prioritises recharging the batteries with harvested PV energy rather
than importing it from the grid. Strategies 2 and 3 tend to have a higher average SOC
compared to strategy 1. However, this is not problematic since the SOC levels are still
within acceptable limits.

The inverter efficiency is shown to be marginally higher when using strategies 2 and 3
compared to strategy 1. This is because of the SOC dead band, which generally causes the
inverter to only operate at higher power throughputs. The battery efficiency is generally
lower when using strategies 2 and 3, compared to strategy 1. This is due to the batteries
exchanging less energy with the grid while still experiencing the same EV charging scenarios.
System efficiency is also reduced using strategies 2 and 3 compared to strategy 1, even
though system energy losses are less for strategies 2 and 3. For this reason, only considering
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components and system efficiencies when evaluating performance can be misleading.

The simulation results suggest that operational scenarios with high EV penetration tend
to challenge the system’s operation the most. Especially, when EVs continuously charge
on both EV chargers. In this case, results show that significantly more EVs can be fully
charged if utilising strategy 1 with an SOC reference of 90% compared to using strategy 3.
Additionally, if PV production is low, it is an option to prioritise recharging the batteries
from the grid and disconnecting the PV system. A good compromise could be to use
strategy 3 under normal operation, and automatically switch to strategy 1 with a SOC
reference of 90% when high or frequent EV penetration is anticipated.

6.2 Outlook
The findings of this thesis helps to better understand the possibilities and limitations of
the real-life setup of the DC microgrid before it is commissioned. The holistic model serves
as a tool, which can be further utilised to investigate energy management strategies for
various scenarios. In addition to this, it can help to identify if components are of sufficient
dimensions and if they operate as anticipated.

The model can be adapted for future use if, for instance, a specific energy management
strategy of interest needs to be tested. This simply requires the user to implement the new
EMS algorithm in the already existing model. The same goes for adapting the model to a
specific PV production and EV penetration scenario. This can easily be created externally
and imported into the model.

Suggestions are listed below for how to further increase the value of the model, optimise
the EM algorithm, and expand on the analysis of the system in future work:

• Conduct experiments on the real-life setup to accurately determine thermal parame-
ters such as thermal resistance and capacitance of components. This helps further
validate the accuracy of the thermal model.

• Implement an EMS strategy that uses strategy 3 for normal operation and switches
to strategy 1 with an SOC reference of 90% if high or frequent EV penetration is
anticipated. PV should be disconnected if production is very low, in order to recharge
the batteries faster.

• Analyse the thermal management while considering solar radiation and higher out-
door temperatures. This helps to understand if the thermal management components
are capable of keeping the battery temperatures within acceptable limits for more
extreme scenarios.

• Analyse EV fast charging scenarios at higher charging power (above 150 kW).
Examine how the increased power losses affect the overall SOC dynamics and thermal
management. This reduces the usable energy in the system as more energy is lost as
heat.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Electric vehicle supply equipment cooling

Figure A.1: EVSE cooling - data sheet [34].
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A.2 Thermal model

A.2.1 Thermal diagrams

Figure A.2: Physical layout of the container, including rack dimensions and rack content
[34].

Figure A.3: Container walls material [34].
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A.2.2 Data sheets & specifications

Figure A.4: Specifications for fans installed in battery modules [34].

Figure A.5: Performance curve for fans installed in battery modules [34].
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Figure A.6: Nameplate for heat pump installed in the container [34].
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A.2.3 Thermal parameters

Parameter Value Reference
Container geometry
Width 2.35 m [34]
Height 2.39 m [34]
Length 2.84 m [34]
Air volume (VAir) 9.43 m3 Equation A.1
Air mass (mAir) 11.3689 kg Equation A.2
Plywood thickness (dP w) 0.013 m [34]
Plywood volume (VP w) 0.4960 m3 Equation A.3
Plywood mass (mP w) 267.86 kg Equation A.4
Polyurethane foam thickness (dP f ) 0.03 m Assumption
Polyurethane foam volume (VP f ) 0.5723 m3 Equation A.5
Polyurethane foam mass (mP f ) 17.7426 kg Equation A.6
Control rack mass (mcr) 140.00 kg Equation A.7
Battery parameters
Width 0.44 m [34]
Height 1.73 m [34]
Length 0.60 m [34]
Battery dual string mass (mbat) 1232 kg [34]
Air thickness (dAir) 0.003 m Assumption
Alu thickness (dAlu) 0.003 m [34]
Steel thickness (dSt) 0.003 m Assumption
kAir 0.0262 W/(m ·K) [43]
kAlu 237.00 W/(m ·K) [44]
kSt 36.00 W/(m ·K) [44]
kP w 0.13 W/(m ·K) [43]
kP f 0.049 W/(m ·K) [45]
Thermal parameters
Cp,Li−ion 1000 J/(kg ·K) [38]
Cp,Air 1000 J/(kg ·K) [38]
Cp,P w 2000 J/(kg ·K) [46]
Cp,P f 2996 J/(kg ·K) [45]
Cp,cr 570 J/(kg ·K) Assumption
ρAir 1.205 kg/(m3) [47]
ρP w 540 kg/(m3) [48]
ρP f 31 kg/(m3) [45]
Thermal resistances
Rth,F ront 0.0759 K/W Equation A.8
Rth,Mutual 0.2202 K/W Equation A.9
Rth,P w 0.0032 K/W Equation A.10
Rth,P f 0.0389 K/W Equation A.11
Rth,St 5.2940 · 10−6 K/W Equation A.12
Rth,P ara 5.2933 · 10−6 K/W Equation A.13
Rth,c 0.0032 K/W Equation A.14
Thermal capacitances
Cth,Bat 1232000.00 J/K Equation A.15
Cth,Air 11368.91 J/K Equation A.16
Cth,P w 535713.05 J/K Equation A.17
Cth,P f 53156.92 J/K Equation A.18
Cth,c 600238.87 J/K Equation A.19
Cth,cr 79800.00 J/K Equation A.20

Table A.1: Thermal parameters used for the thermal modelling of the container. C and cr
are short for container and control rack respectively. Pw, Pf and St are short for Plywood,
Polyurethane foam and Steel respectively.
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Air volume in the container

The volume of air in the container is the part that is not occupied by the racks in Figure
A.2 (light grey).

VAir = 2 · 2.84
5 · (2.35− 0.6) · 2.39 + 3 · 2.84

5 · (2.35− 0.6− 0.6) · 2.39 = 9.43 m3 (A.1)

Air mass in the container

mAir = ρair · VAir = 1.205 · 9.43 = 11.3689 kg (A.2)

Plywood volume in the container

The inner walls of the container has a layer of plywood mounted, which has a thickness of
13 mm as shown in Figure A.3. Plywood is mounted on all surfaces inside the container.

VP w = (2 · 2.35 · 2.39 + 2 · 2.84 · 2.39 + 2 · 2.35 · 2.84) · 0.013 = 0.4960 m3 (A.3)

Plywood mass in the container

mP w = ρP w · VP w = 540 · 0.4960 = 267.86 kg (A.4)

Polyurethane foam volume in the container

The inner walls of the container also has a layer of polyurethane foam mounted in the
cavities between the container wall and plywood as shown in Figure A.3. The size of the
cavities and thus the foam is unknown so it is assumed that the polyurethane foam has a
thickness of 3 cm and is mounted on half of all surfaces inside the container.

VP f = (2 · 2.35 · 2.39 + 2 · 2.84 · 2.39 + 2 · 2.35 · 2.84) · 0.5 · 0.03 = 0.5723 m3 (A.5)

Polyurethane foam mass in the container

mP f = ρP f · VP f = 31 · 0.5723 = 17.7426 kg (A.6)

Control rack mass

The control rack consists of 3 XMs of 20 kg each, 2 inverters of 40 kg each as shown in
Figure A.2 and information regarding the rest the components are unavailable at this time.
Therefore, it is not included in the mass calculation.

mcr = 3 · 20 + 2 · 40 = 140.00 kg (A.7)
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Thermal resistance between racks and container

The thermal resistance between racks and container is assumed to only be the front part of
the rack. This is because the top/back/bottom is insulated by plywood and polyurethane
foam as described earlier. It is also assumed that 3 mm of stagnant air is between the
battery modules and the front of the rack. The battery modules enclosure is made of 3
mm aluminium, but this is not included in the calculation as has no significance compared
to the air. The area in the denominator is multiplied by 2 since they dimensions are only
for one rack and the thermal resistance is calculated two racks (one battery dual string).

Rth,F ront = dAir

AF ront · kAir
= 0.003

2 · (0.435 · 1.73) · 0.0262 = 0.0759 K

W
(A.8)

Thermal resistance between racks

The thermal resistance between racks uses the same assumption of 3 mm stagnant air,
meaning the aluminium is irrelevant. The thickness of air is multiplied by 2 in the numerator
since one layer of air is on each side of the rack wall between two battery dual strings.

Rth,Mutual = dAir

AMutual · kAir
= 2 · 0.003

(0.6 · 1.73) · 0.0262 = 0.2202 K

W
(A.9)

Thermal resistance plywood

It is assumed that no heat transfer takes place through the bottom of the container.

Rth,P w = dP w

AP w · kP w
= 0.013

(2 · 2.35 · 2.39 + 2 · 2.84 · 2.39 + 1 · 2.35 · 2.84) · 0.13 = 0.0032 K

W
(A.10)

Thermal resistance polyurethane foam

As mentioned before the "cavities" in the container is filled with polyurethane foam.
Therefore, the thermal resistance of half of the surface area of the container needs to be
calculated. It is assumed that no heat transfer takes place through the bottom of the
container.

Rth,P f = dP f

AP f · kP f
= 0.03

(2 · 2.35 · 2.39 + 2 · 2.84 · 2.39 + 1 · 2.35 · 2.84) · 0.5 · 0.049 = 0.0389 K

W
(A.11)

Thermal resistance steel container walls

As shown in Figure A.3 the other half of the container surface area is the container steel
wall. The thermal resistance of half of the steel area needs to be calculated. It is assumed
that no heat transfer takes place through the bottom of the container. The steel thickness
is assumed to be 3 mm thick.
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Rth,St = dSt

ASt · kSt
= 0.003

(2 · 2.35 · 2.39 + 2 · 2.84 · 2.39 + 1 · 2.35 · 2.84) · 0.5 · 36 = 5.2940·10−6 K

W
(A.12)

Thermal resistance parallel coupling of polyurethane foam and steel container
walls

As the heat can either pass through the polyurethane foam or steel container walls, they
need to be coupled in parallel.

Rth,P ara = 1
1

Rth,P f
+ 1

Rth,St

= 1
1

0.0389 + 1
5.2940·10−6

= 5.2933 · 10−6 K

W
(A.13)

Thermal resistance container

The thermal resistance of the container is the sum of the plywood resistance and the
parallel resistance of polyurethane foam and steel container walls.

Rth,c = Rth,P w +Rth,P ara = 0.0032 + 5.2933 · 10−6 = 0.0032 K

W
(A.14)

Thermal capacitance of battery dual strings

Each battery dual string contains 12 battery modules weighing 100 kg each and 2 SCMs
weighing 16 kg as as seen in Figure A.2. This adds up to 1232 kg in total per battery dual
string and to simplify, the total mass is assumed to be Lithium-ion.

Cth,Bat = mbat · Cp,Li−ion = 1232 · 1000 = 1232000 J

K
(A.15)

Thermal capacitance of air in the container

Cth,Air = mAir · Cp,Air = 11.3689 · 1000 = 11368.91 J

K
(A.16)

Thermal capacitance of plywood in the container

Cth,P w = mP w · Cp,P w = 267.86 · 2000 = 535713.05 J

K
(A.17)

Thermal capacitance of polyurethane foam in the container

Cth,P f = mP f · Cp,P f = 17.7426 · 2996 = 53156.92 J

K
(A.18)

Thermal capacitance of container

The thermal capacitance of the container is the sum of capacitances of air, plywood and
polyurethane foam.
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Cth,c = Cth,Air + Cth,P w + Cth,P f = 11368.91 + 535713.05 + 53156.92 = 600238.87 J

K
(A.19)

Thermal capacitance of control rack

The total mass is then 140 kg and the materials used in the inverters and XMs are e.g.
silicon (Cp = 750 J/(kg ·K)) [46], and copper (Cp = 390 J/(kg ·K)) [46], hence an average
of (Cp = 570 J/(kg ·K)) is used.

Cth,cr = mcr · Cp,cr = 140.00 · 570 = 79800.00 J

K
(A.20)

A.2.4 Fan airflow experiment

The actual airflow of the fans is hard to estimate as it depends on the system impedance
(airflow resistance) of the enclosure they are installed in. System impedance is hard to
calculate and is commonly determined though experiments. Conducting an experiment to
identify the system impedance of battery modules has not been possible. Furthermore,
NSS have not been able to provide information regarding the system impedance. Therefore,
an estimation will be used. Fan manufacturer (JMC) use the following rule of thumb based
on experience [49]:

• An empty enclosure usually reduces airflow by 5 to 20%.
• A densely packed enclosure reduces airflow by 60% or more.
• Most enclosures have a static pressure between 0.05 and 0.15 in H2O.

Based on rule of thumb, several fan airflow experiments are conducted. Initially, battery
dual string 1 is discharged from 0.90 pu SOC to 0.1 pu SOC at 150 kW. Afterwards, it
is charged from 0.1 pu SOC to 0.9 pu SOC at 43.47 kW. This discharge/charge pattern
is repeated for 24 hours (using the highest outdoor temperature setting of 15.5°C), and
is considered a worst-case operation in terms of heating up the battery dual string. The
experiment is performed for various values of fan airflow, to evaluate the maximum
temperature occurring in battery dual string 1 (Tin1). Figure A.7 shows the airflow
experiment results for an airflow of 0.59 m3/min, which corresponds to reduced airflow of
42.3%. For this case the maximum temperature (Tin1) is 55.8°C, but only briefly as the
convective heat flow to the container is high (above 11 kW). Table A.2 shows the maximum
temperatures for the remaining airflow experiments.

At an airflow of 0.85 m3/min the maximum temperature is below 53°C, which is acceptable
in terms of the upper limit defined by NSS (55°C) [34]. However, this corresponds to a
reduced airflow of 17.6%, which fits the rule of thumb of an empty enclosure. This is
not realistic, therefore an airflow of 0.59 m3/min is used instead. This corresponds to an
enclosure that is between empty and densely packed, since the airflow is reduced by 42.3%.
However, the maximum temperature of 55.8°C exceeds the upper limit of 55°C. This only
happens briefly, therefore it is considered to be acceptable.
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Figure A.7: Fan airflow experiment results, using an airflow of 0.59 m3/min. Top sub-plot:
thermal heat flows. Middle sub-plot: temperatures. Bottom sub-plot: SOCs.

Airflow [m3/min] Reduced airflow [%] Max temp. [°C]
0.37 64.3 62.7
0.59 42.3 55.8
0.76 25.8 53.5
0.85 17.6 52.5

Table A.2: Fan airflow experiment results for various airflows.
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A.3 Study case 2 - results
Scenario ll lm lh ml mm mh hl hm hh
EEV,req 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89
EEV,del 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89
EEV,dif 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EEV,pDev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EP V,prod -145.26 -145.26 -145.26 -1484.88 -1484.88 -1484.88 -2278.7 -2278.7 -2278.7
EP V,harv -145.25 -145.25 -145.25 -1484.88 -1484.88 -1484.88 -2278.66 -2278.66 -2278.66
EP V,dif -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0 -0 -0 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
EP V,pDev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Batcycle,tot 5.47 13.62 22.37 16.09 21.38 27.93 22.52 27.04 32.79
Tin,min 21.49 22.68 23.18 24.98 24.97 24.97 24.98 24.98 24.97
Tin,avg 23.45 24.9 26.05 26.74 27.63 28.48 26.88 27.76 28.62
Tin,max 31.58 33.52 33.96 37.67 39.08 39.3 37.25 42.37 42.42
SOCmin 0.2 0.18 0.16 0.26 0.22 0.2 0.28 0.24 0.22
SOCavg 0.5 0.49 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.5 0.53 0.52 0.51
SOCmax 0.53 0.54 0.53 0.67 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.72 0.72
Egrid,exp 85.51 17.78 1.82 1112.19 752.12 523.53 1729.91 1290.37 979.53
Egrid,imp -519.42 -1418.57 -2376.69 -279.16 -875.66 -1611.96 -157.45 -666.36 -1314.09
Egrid,bal -433.92 -1400.79 -2374.87 833.03 -123.55 -1088.43 1572.46 624.01 -334.56
Egrid,tot 604.93 1436.36 2378.52 1391.35 1627.78 2135.49 1887.36 1956.74 2293.61
Eaux,tot -87.62 -88.34 -89.29 -94.66 -110.67 -124.23 -95.7 -112.23 -125.57
Einv,loss 13.2 28.82 46.98 30.3 34.45 43.9 41.76 42.94 48.66
Ebat,loss 58.34 170.08 285.58 106.62 203.76 306.93 148.57 239.73 339.55
Esys,loss 71.54 198.9 332.57 136.93 238.21 350.83 190.33 282.66 388.22
ηinv 97.59 97.87 97.95 97.85 97.87 97.9 97.86 97.85 97.89
ηbat 89.92 88.32 88.06 93.73 91.03 89.7 93.79 91.67 90.28
ηsys 76.02 81.67 83.3 86.84 85.21 84.68 88.24 86.58 85.68

Table A.3: Performance metrics results for EMS strategy 1 - SOC target. Units:
EEV,pDev, EP V,pDev and efficiency [%], battery cycles [count], temperatures [°C], SOC [pu],
energy [kWh].

Scenario ll lm lh ml mm mh hl hm hh
EEV,req 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89
EEV,del 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89
EEV,dif 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EEV,pDev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EP V,prod -145.26 -145.26 -145.26 -1484.88 -1484.88 -1484.88 -2278.7 -2278.7 -2278.7
EP V,harv -145.25 -145.25 -145.25 -1484.88 -1484.88 -1484.88 -2278.66 -2278.66 -2278.66
EP V,dif -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0 -0 -0 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
EP V,pDev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Batcycle,tot 4.88 13.5 22.36 14 15.24 22.73 21.4 21.53 24.15
Tin,min 21.52 22.68 23.18 24.97 24.97 24.98 24.98 24.97 24.97
Tin,avg 23.36 24.89 26.06 26.94 27.24 28.08 27.07 27.52 27.96
Tin,max 31.12 33.53 33.92 38.34 38.68 38.15 41.46 42.51 38.14
SOCmin 0.22 0.18 0.16 0.38 0.28 0.19 0.42 0.34 0.27
SOCavg 0.5 0.49 0.47 0.67 0.56 0.51 0.68 0.65 0.55
SOCmax 0.58 0.55 0.53 0.84 0.77 0.7 0.87 0.84 0.78
Egrid,exp 38.62 8.49 1.13 918.41 176.32 36.11 1629.7 779.95 171.24
Egrid,imp -466.26 -1408.04 -2375.9 -80.55 -231.95 -1062.85 -72.71 -105.74 -403.85
Egrid,bal -427.64 -1399.56 -2374.77 837.86 -55.63 -1026.75 1556.99 674.21 -232.61
Egrid,tot 504.88 1416.53 2377.03 998.96 408.27 1098.96 1702.41 885.69 575.09
Eaux,tot -87.6 -88.33 -89.28 -93.75 -100.11 -112.82 -96.76 -104.66 -108.15
Einv,loss 8.84 27.75 46.85 19.08 6.46 21.09 33.82 16.54 9.72
Ebat,loss 56.4 169.93 285.59 113.75 174.43 279.36 170.75 223.42 294.19
Esys,loss 65.24 197.68 332.44 132.83 180.89 300.45 204.57 239.97 303.91
ηinv 97.91 97.91 97.95 97.99 97.96 97.87 98 97.99 97.97
ηbat 89.06 88.22 88.05 92.3 89.2 88.46 92.48 90.23 88.55
ηsys 74.96 81.62 83.3 85.48 83.62 83.8 87.16 85.53 84.63

Table A.4: Performance metrics results for EMS strategy 2 - SOC dead band. Units:
EEV,pDev, EP V,pDev and efficiency [%], battery cycles [count], temperatures [°C], SOC [pu],
energy [kWh].
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Scenario ll lm lh ml mm mh hl hm hh
EEV,req 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89
EEV,del 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89 419.78 1259.33 2098.89
EEV,dif 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EEV,pDev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EP V,prod -145.26 -145.26 -145.26 -1484.88 -1484.88 -1484.88 -2278.7 -2278.7 -2278.7
EP V,harv -145.25 -145.25 -145.25 -1484.88 -1484.88 -1484.88 -2278.66 -2278.66 -2278.66
EP V,dif -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0 -0 -0 -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
EP V,pDev 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Batcycle,tot 4.88 13.5 22.36 14 15.24 22.54 21.4 21.53 24.03
Tin,min 21.52 22.68 23.18 24.97 24.98 24.97 24.98 24.97 24.97
Tin,avg 23.36 24.89 26.06 26.94 27.24 28.07 27.07 27.52 27.95
Tin,max 31.12 33.53 33.92 38.34 38.59 37.97 41.46 42.51 38.05
SOCmin 0.22 0.18 0.16 0.38 0.28 0.2 0.42 0.34 0.27
SOCavg 0.5 0.49 0.47 0.67 0.56 0.51 0.68 0.65 0.55
SOCmax 0.58 0.55 0.53 0.84 0.77 0.69 0.87 0.84 0.78
Egrid,exp 38.62 8.49 1.13 918.41 176.29 18.39 1629.7 779.95 160.39
Egrid,imp -466.26 -1408.04 -2375.9 -80.55 -231.86 -1042.27 -72.71 -105.74 -391.46
Egrid,bal -427.64 -1399.56 -2374.77 837.86 -55.58 -1023.88 1556.99 674.21 -231.07
Egrid,tot 504.88 1416.53 2377.03 998.96 408.15 1060.66 1702.41 885.69 551.85
Eaux,tot -87.6 -88.33 -89.28 -93.75 -100.08 -112.3 -96.76 -104.66 -107.99
Einv,loss 8.84 27.75 46.85 19.08 6.46 19.87 33.82 16.54 9.22
Ebat,loss 56.4 169.93 285.59 113.75 174.42 278.34 170.75 223.42 293.5
Esys,loss 65.24 197.68 332.44 132.83 180.89 298.2 204.57 239.97 302.72
ηinv 97.91 97.91 97.95 97.99 97.96 97.91 98 97.99 97.98
ηbat 89.06 88.22 88.05 92.3 89.2 88.41 92.48 90.23 88.53
ηsys 74.96 81.62 83.3 85.48 83.62 83.78 87.16 85.53 84.61

Table A.5: Performance metrics results for EMS strategy 3 - PV forecast. Units:
EEV,pDev, EP V,pDev and efficiency [%], battery cycles [count], temperatures [°C], SOC [pu],
energy [kWh].

Figure A.8: Power [kW] profiles for high EV and PV scenarios. SOC [pu] dynamics of
battery dual string 1, 2 and 3 for strategy 1, 2 and 3 during all 7 days of the simulation.
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